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Abstract 

 

 

This thesis explores the problems associated with translating the discourse of child 

educational psychology. To this end, the thesis includes a translation from English into 

Arabic and a Commentary of two selected chapters from the book Developing 

Children‟s Social, Emotional, and Behavioural Skills by Márianna Csóti (2009).It is 

assumed that this kind of book about child psychology is not given its due importance in 

the Arab world. Translation of such discourse would help practitioners in the Arab 

World (parents, psychologists, teachers, schools, etc.) improve and develop Arab 

children‟s social, emotional and behavioural skills. The aim of the thesis is to examine 

the important problems in translating educational psychology of child learning, and how 

available translation theories can assist with this task.  The translation and 

accompanying commentary indicate that the issues of cultural references, domestication, 

terminology, equivalence, collocation, idioms, fixed expressions, addition and omission, 

and markedness are perhaps the main ones to consider in the translation the discourse of 

child educational psychology. 
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Abbreviations 

 

 

The following is a list of used key abbreviations in the thesis: 

 

Abbreviations The form 

ST Source Text 

TT Target Text 

SL Source Language 

TL 

SEAL 

SEL 

Target Language 

Social and Emotional Aspects of Learning 

Social and Emotional Learning 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

 

“The best translation does not sound like a translation”, (Nida and Taber, 

1969:12). 

Nida and Taber stress that optimal translation is achieved when the 

target readers do not feel that the Target Text (TT) is a translation, as if it had 

originally been written in their language. In other words, the translator here 

becomes the author. Accordingly, a good translator should produce a translated 

text, which flows smoothly and sounds natural as much as possible.  

Generally, translation is defined as the process of transferring a text from 

one language to another. Hatim & Munday (2004, p. 53) define translation as "a 

phenomenon that has a huge effect on everyday life”. Newmark (2003, p. 5) 

states that translation is a process of “rendering the meaning of a text into 

another language in the way that the author intended the text”. 

Similarly, Dickins, Hervey & Higgins (2002, p. 7) argue that translation 

is achieved through a two-step process “understanding an ST and formulating a 

TT”. 

Imagine a world without translation! Without the contributions of 

translators, it would be impossible to achieve the element of communication 

between peoples. Many difficulties may appear while translating. Therefore, 

strategic decisions have to be taken before even starting the translation process 

proper. The translator should keep the following questions in mind: What is the 

purpose of the translation? What genre does the source text (ST) belong to? 

Who is the intended reader of the TT? 

The purpose of the translation should be borne in mind when conveying 

the meaning adequately and accurately to the target reader. This is what the 

Skopos theory calls for. This theory was established by Vermeer (1989), who 

explains that the starting point for a translation is a text (as part of a “world 

continuum” written in the source language, which has to be translated into the 

target language in such a way that it becomes part of world continuum which 
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can be interpreted by the receiver as “coherent with his situation” (cited in Nord, 

2005, p. 27). The genre should be known to the translator to establish the 

appropriate way of translating the text and at whom the TT is targeted. Every 

text type has a different purpose, for example, the purpose of an argumentative 

text is to persuade by arguing for a particular issue or point of view. 

1.1. Major Issues in Translation: 

Generally speaking, translation is not an easy undertaking. It is a 

complex process that requires focus on delivering the intended meaning 

appropriately, making the audience not to feel that what they are reading is a 

translated text. This is in line with the main purpose of the theories of skopos 

and domestication of translation. 

Frequently, the translator faces translational problems that require 

strenuous efforts, especially when both the SL and the TL relate to different 

cultural contexts. Overall, translators need to overcome all the problems created 

by the differences between languages.  

The book used in this thesis belongs to the discourse of child educational 

psychology that presents many difficulties for translators. In our translation of 

two selected chapters from Developing Children’s Social, Emotional, and 

Behavioural Skills, the most important translational issues faced were those 

relating to cultural references, domestication, terminology, equivalence, 

collocation, idioms, fixed expressions, addition and omission, and markedness 

 

 Cultural References: 

Culture can be defined as “the totality of socially transmitted behavior 

patterns, arts, beliefs, institutions, and all other products of human work and 

thought” (The Free Dictionary, n.d). Culture is a system of thoughts and ideas 

that determines the way of understanding life, and methods according to which 

to live. Bassnett (1980, p. 23) argues that Language is the heart within the 

body of culture, and it is the interaction between the two that results in the 

continuation of life-energy. In the same way that the surgeon, operating on the 
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heart, cannot neglect the body that surrounds it, so the translator treats the text 

in isolation from the culture at his peril. 

This thesis aims to shed light on some cultural references in the book, 

the procedures for translating them and how to overcome such difficulties. The 

aim is to provide the same relevance translation through the TT as the ST. 

 

* Domestication: 

Domestication is considered as one of the most important strategies that 

issued when there is a cultural gap between the ST and TT. Venuti (1995) 

describes domestication as translating in a transparent, fluent, „invisible‟ style in 

order to minimize the foreignness of the TT (cited in Munday, 2008). Here, the 

translator tries to overcome the difficulty by domesticating the unacceptable 

term, for example, in the ST into a suitable term in the TT. 

 

* Terminology (Technical Terms): 

“Any specialist field has its own technical terms,” argue Dickins, Hervey 

& Higgins (2002, p.184).  Because of its field, the book chosen for translation in 

this thesis is expected to be full of technical terms that need considerable 

attention to render them appropriately and adequately. To translate technical 

terms, translators need to produce the appropriate equivalents of the ST 

specialized terms in the TT. 

 

* Equivalence: 

Many scholars view the theory of equivalence as the core of translation. 

Equivalence is defined as “one of the central issues in the theory of translation 

and yet on which linguists seems to have agreed to disagree” (Svejcer, 1981, p. 

321, as cited in Gutt, 1991, p.10).  On equivalence, Nida (1964) proposes two 

types (formal and dynamic equivalence). Formal equivalence "focuses attention 

on the message itself, in both form and content ... with such correspondences as 

poetry to poetry, sentence to sentence, and concept to concept," while dynamic 

equivalence "aims at complete naturalness of expression and tries to relate the 
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receptor to modes of behavior relevant within the context of its own culture" 

(cited in Venuti, 2004, p156). 

The main job of the translator, accordingly, is to produce the closest 

equivalence intended meaning as the original text to make the target text reader 

understand the source message adequately. 

 

* Collocations, Idioms, and Fixed Expressions: 

Idioms and fixed expressions are considered crucial matters that may 

present problems for translators. Newmark (1988, p.58) defines idioms as a 

“current and frequently used group of collocated words whose meaning is not 

clear from the common meanings of its constituent words”. The main problems 

translators may face when rendering idiomatic and fixed expressions is when 

they fail to “recognize and interpret an idiom correctly” Baker (1992, p. 65). In 

the case of translate g into Arabic and despite the problems caused by 

collocations, idioms and fixed expressions, translators can make use of good 

terminology dictionaries or glossaries aided by an application of the rules of the 

Arabic Language and its wide basket of collocations and idioms. 

 

* Addition and Omission: 

Dickins, Hervey & Higgins (2002, p24) note that “[T]translation by 

addition is translation in which something is added to the TT which is not 

present in the ST". Like omission, addition is a common feature of 

Arabic/English translation and is therefore worth identifying. Often, translators 

try to use the addition and/or omission strategies for specific reasons - for 

example, to maintain cohesion and coherence, explication, grammatical issues, 

to avoid misunderstandings of religious issues or anything that might mislead or 

being offensive to the target readers. 

 

* Markedness: 

According to The Free Online Dictionary (n.d), the term marked means 

“of or relating to that member of a pair of words or forms that explicitly denotes 

a particular subset of the meanings denoted by the other member of the pair”. 
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However, Hatim (2004, p. 229) considers the issue of „markedness‟, as a central 

element in the process of translation. He notes that translators are urged to take 

interest in „translating‟ not only what the original has to say but also, when 

appropriate, how this is said, so the essential issue of markedness is to translate 

not only „what‟ is said, but also „how‟ it is said. 

 

1.2. Thesis Context 

The aim of this thesis to produce an appropriate translation of two 

selected chapters from the book Developing Children’s Social, Emotional, and 

Behavioural Skills by Márianna Csóti (2009) from English into Arabic. The 

translation is followed by a commentary about the major issues faced in the 

translation. This book was chosen with a view of introducing the importance 

discourse of child educational psychology.  The translated chapters deal with the 

topic of communication tools and body language, vital aspects in dealing with 

children. The book is considered as one of the educational treasures, as it refers 

to the importance of teaching "the social, emotional and behavioral skills", 

especially to children of primary and secondary school levels. This book also 

draws attention to the well-being of the children through using a vital program 

(SEL program) with five outcomes that aim to raise a highly skilled child to face 

the school life and the world after with confidence. In addition, the book 

emphasizes and concludes an important educational value, which has been 

neglected, for a long time, in most of the educational systems, utilizing easy 

strategies to develop the skills of the child. The author of this book, Márianna 

Csóti, provides practical strategies for developing these skills. 

The book has strongly influenced me so much so that I decided to 

translate parts of it to ascertain the problems it presents for translation. My aim 

is to produce a full translation of the book later on so that Arab teachers and 

parents may have full access to its useful contents (how to improve children's 

social and emotional skills, attitudes towards oneself and others, behavior in the 

classroom, school and in public). 
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1.3. Thesis Structure: 

This thesis is a translation and commentary of the introduction and 

chapter two of the book Developing Children’s Social, Emotional, and 

Behavioural Skills by Márianna Csóti (2009).The thesis is divided into four 

chapters: Chapter 1 serves as the introduction and introduces the topic and 

presents a brief account the major issues in translation. Chapter 2 introduces the 

source text and the target text and provides a brief background about the book 

and the author. Chapter 3 presents the commentary, which, based on  relevant 

theories of  translation studies, discusses  the issues of cultural References, 

collocations, idioms, fixed expressions, domestication, terminology, 

equivalence, addition and omission, and markedness). Finally, chapter 4 

provides a conclusion and some recommendations based on the commentary.  
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Chapter 2: Source and Target Texts 

 

 

2.1. Summary of the book (Source Text): 

This book titled Developing children’s Social, Emotional, 

Behavioural Skills was written by Márianna Csóti and published in 

2009. The book deals with the educational psychology values in the 

field of learning. It examines the importance of teaching "the social, 

emotional and behavioral skills" especially to the primary and 

secondary school levels. The book emphasizes the well-being of 

children through the use of a program called the SEL program with five 

outcomes that aim to help improve a child‟s skills and confidence to 

face life at school and the wider world afterwards.  

2.2. About the author: 

Márianna Csóti was born in Harrow in 1964. She has a degree in 

Physics with Medical Physics from Exeter University and a teaching 

qualification (PGCE) from London University. For four years, she 

taught Physics and general Science in the London Borough of Brent. 

She has written widely on all aspects of social skills and children 

education. 
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2.3. Source Text: 

Introduction 

The importance of teaching social, emotional and behavioural 

skills to both primary and secondary school pupils has never been 

greater. The Every Child Matters: Change for Children agenda places 

an emphasis on the well-being of all children, aged 0-19. It aims to 

improve the lives of children and their families by delivering a 

programme that takes into account five Outcomes (shown below) that 

have been found to matter to children most. These five outcomes have 

been further subdivided. 

Be healthy. Children should be: physically healthy, mentally and 

emotionally healthy and sexually healthy. Children should have healthy 

lifestyles and choose not to take illegal drug. 

Stay safe. Children should stay safe from: maltreatment, neglect, 

violence and sexual exploitation, accidental injury and death, bullying 

and discrimination, crime and anti-social behaviour in and out of 

school. Children should also have security, stability and be cared for. 

Enjoy and achieve. Children should: be ready for school, attend 

and enjoy school, achieve stretching national educational standards at 

primary school and secondary school, achieve personal and social 

development and enjoy recreation. 

Make a positive contribution. Children should: engage in 

decision making and support the community and environment, engage 

in law-abiding and positive behaviour in and out of school, develop 

positive relationships and choose not to bully and discriminate, develop 

self-confidence and successfully deal with significant life changes and 

challenges, develop enterprising behaviour. 

Achieve economic well-being. Children should: engage in 

further education, employment or training on leaving school, be ready 

for employment, live in decent homes and sustainable communities, 

have access to transport and material goods, live in households free 
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from low income. Economic well-being can follow from a successful 

school career. 

Another relatively recent government initiative which aims to 

promote the teaching of social, emotional and behavioural skills at 

primary and secondary level is Social and Emotional Aspects of 

Learning (SEAL). The programme identifies five qualities and skills 

that underpin children's ability to manage life, learn effectively, get on 

with other people and help them become responsible citizens: self-

awareness, managing feelings, motivation, empathy and social skills. 

SEAL aims to help children make and sustain positive 

relationships, manage their own emotions, thoughts and behaviour, 

stand up for their rights and not violate other people's rights, respect 

other people's values and beliefs, work cooperatively, resolve conflict, 

solve problems alone or with other people, be able to empathize with 

other people, be self-motivated, be effective and successful learners and 

be able to promote calm and optimistic states that promote the 

achievement of goals, recover from setbacks and persist in the face of 

difficulties. 

In the past, the acquisition of these skills has very often been left 

up to chance but now schools have taken these initiatives on board and 

are incorporating them into their citizenship and personal, social and 

health education (PSHE) programmes as well as into general teaching. 

The emphasis of this book is on learning and using social and 

assertiveness skills, maximizing personal potential and managing self-

doubt, low self-esteem and emotions that interfere with relationships 

and life's progression. 

As with any new skill, repetition reinforces the work already 

done, but children should also be encouraged to put what they learn into 

practice. The topics in the book can be addressed in the order they come 

in, or particular issues that might be especially helpful can be picked 

out. Some of what you choose to teach may also be age or skills 

dependent- for example, some topics might be too basic and you might 
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want to skip over them quickly; others might involve too high a level of 

social skill. 

However, even with the demand for higher levels of soci.al 

awareness, the Information and ideas may be adapted to suit the class 

you have at the time. For example, being able to empathize with other 

people is a high level social skill, but a young child could be 

encouraged to imagine it is her, rather than her friend's, pet hamster that 

has just died. She could imagine that her friend might appreciate a hug 

or hearing her say how sorry she is that he's lost his hamster and that 

she'd feel upset if her dog died. 

Although most of the material is suitable for primary-age 

children much of it can still be used with secondary-age children. Some 

material in this book is clearly only intended for secondary use, such as 

the references to pregnancy, drugs and alcohol. However, these ideas 

are still appropriate to use with younger children, giving alternative 

examples to the ones provided. 

A variety of approaches to delivering the content of the book 

have been used to appeal to many different learning styles, to deliver 

information in the most appropriate form and toprovide variety and 

enjoyment to allay boredom, increasing the likelihood that children 

remain engaged. As well as being relevant to the children, this material 

should be fun to follow- it helps to have a lively and enthusiastic 

teacher! 

Activities- which I would describe as non-passive tasks- include 

group or class discussions, creating lists or sentences, telling anecdotes, 

demonstrating 'now sentences should be spoken or how food should be 

eaten, commenting on someone else's delivery of a message, predicting 

when something would be appropriate or inappropriate and carrying out 

group exercises to illustrate '3 point. Role plays are used to show social 

pitfalls and how much more skilled: the children can become, putting 

what they learn into practice. 
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You may also find this book useful when teaching children with 

special educational needs. Children diagnosed with an autism spectrum 

disorder (ASD) such as Asperger syndrome do not naturally pick up 

social skills as they grow up and have to be taught them in a formal 

way. Many children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 

(ADHD) also have difficulty following social rules - they might, for 

example, find it hard to wait for their turn in a game or to wait to be 

invited to answer a question and instead blurt it out. Other children 

might have poor social skills because their parents are not; killed 

communicators or feel awkward in social situations and so are not 

useful role models for their children. Some children do have socially 

skilled parents out for some reasons have failed to observe and copy 

positive social behavior. 

An awareness of social skills deficits alerts you to the need for 

using unambiguous language when speakii1'9'to children and giving 

very clear body language messages. For example, teasing some children 

might be Inappropriate as the friendliness of the gesture could well be 

misinterpreted as dislike and hostility. For children with ASD the 

choice of words needs to be carefully considered - telling a child he 

needs to pull his socks up might get him struggling to pull up socks that 

don't need pulling up while he puzzles over why you should mention 

them, when you really meant that he needed to try harder and apply 

more effort to the task in progress. 

Praise is vital when children demonstrate positive social skills 

since their ability display them is often dependent on their self-esteem. 

If they feel good about themselves they will have greater confidence in 

trying out what they earn - and a greater chance of becoming socially 

successful in their school life, their home life and leisure time and, later, 

in their working life. 

To help children develop social, emotional and behavioural 

skills, all school staff members need to be seen to be using them; no 

child will learn respect, for example, if he or she is not treated with 
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respect by those acting as role models.-he most important person in the 

school to drive these skills forward is the Head teacher - and the 

importance of children acquiring these skills needs To be written into 

school policy. 

In running the activities described in this book it is important for 

all children to be clear about respecting others. In group work, children 

should agree on Rules that they should all keep too such as: 

- Don't interrupt someone already talking. 

-Don't laugh at anything anyone says - unless a Joke was 

intended. 

-If you disagree, be prepared to say why. 

-Be constructive with your criticism - suggest a way to improve 

something 

-That was said or done. 

-Value everyone's contribution. 

-Allow all group members to have their say. 

-Allow group members to stay silent if they don't wish to 

contribute. 

-Avoid being judgmental. 

-Don't use what group members say against them at a later date - 

and don't use it for gossip. 

 

Chapter Two 

Communication tools 

Choosing words 

To communicate well, children need to have a wide 'feelings 

vocabulary‟ and describe accurately how they are feeling or how 

something has affected them without resorting to offensive language, or 

destructive physical behavior. This helps to increase their emotional 

literacy- being able to recognize their feelings and those of other people 

and being able to manage their feelings and the feelings that arise in 

their relationships. 
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Daily use of 'feelings „words helps to encourage children to use 

them‟ too, with practice, children will become more articulate and 

expressive, enhancing their social experiences and increasing skillful 

handling of their relationships. Send a letter to the children‟s parents 

explaining the work done in school and ask them to encourage the use 

of 'feelings' words at home. 

When expressing feelings, saying, 'I don't feel well' is not as 

helpful as saying, 'I feel sick and my head hurts: Saying, 'I don't want to 

go to the cinema' is not as helpful as saying, 'I don't feel comfortable 

among the crowds; they scare me: Saying, 'I don't like her' is not as 

helpful as saying, I feel embarrassed when I'm with her because she 

laughed at me when tripped up. I feel clumsy now whenever she's 

around: 

Discuss the difference between physical feelings (how children's 

bodies feel) and emotional feelings (how their minds feel- although 

with strong emotions children also can feel them physically). Ask „for 

examples of each and group them into positive and negative feelings? 

For example: 

Positive emotional feelings: excited, happy, eager, proud, calm, elated. 

Negative emotional feelings: anxious, frightened, sad, lonely, shy, 

angry, concerned, disappointed, disgusted, flustered, impatient, 

embarrassed. 

    Positive physical feelings: comfortable, alert, energetic, strong. 

Negative physical feelings: cold, hot, shivery, dizzy, sick, tired, tense, 

weak. 

Activity 1  

Ask the children to make up sentences for at least two 'feelings' 

words from each group mentioned above. Explain that using 'feelings' 

words helps other people to understand them better and gets them the 

help and support they need if the feeling is a negative one. Discuss how, 

generally, negative feelings make children feel bad and positive feelings 

make them feel good, but that at times it's positive to feel angry or sad - 
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these are normal reactions to life events and help children come to 

terms with what has happened or strengthen them in some way. 

Activity 2 

Ask the children to think of situations when a negative 

emotional feeling can be positive. Ask them to make up sentences to 

show how having those particular feelings is helpful. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity 3 

Ask the children to keep a 'feelings' diary. They should collect 

'feelings „words from experiencing that feeling them or by reading 

about or seeing someone experiencing that feeling. 

 

How words are spoken 

Emphasizing different words in a sentence give lightly different 

messages. Consider: 'You'll feed the cat now: Stressing you'll suggests 

it‟s a particular person and no one else; stressing feed suggests the cat is 

to be fed and not groomed or played with; emphasizing cat suggests it‟s 

the cat and not another animal that is to be fed; weighting now indicates 

the immediacy of the command. By putting a question mark at the end 

of the sentence the command becomes a question. 

The speed of speech, when it is rushed, can tell listeners that the 

speaker is in a hurry, or excited or angry. And when it is slow it can tell 

listeners whether the speaker is lazy, relaxed, sleepy or even unsure of 

their ground. 

Pauses in speech give weight to what was just said, allow 

thinking time, encourage the other person to have a turn at speaking and 

introduce suspense in the middle of an exciting story. 
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The volume of speech is varied depending on where the speaker 

is (a church or school playground), the circumstances of the meeting (a 

celebration or a funeral) and how the speaker is feeling (loud for feeling 

angry or happy, soft for feeling sad or shy - some shy people get quieter 

towards the end of their sentences and some talk very quietly all the 

way through). 

The firmness of tone can show confidence but if the voice is 

unsteady or wavers it can indicate nervousness or uncertainty.  

Speaking in a monotone - using no variations in pitch - reduces 

meaning and won't keep a listener's attention. Reading a story in a 

monotone will fail to arouse interest in the topic or characters and will 

make it hard to discern which character is speaking. 

 

 

Activity 1 

Write you will feed the cat now' on the board. Ask the children 

to suggest different meanings the sentence can give. Explain the 

importance of word emphasis in speech. 

Activity 2 

Read some text in a monotone. Ask the children to comment on 

how it sounds and Invite a child to demonstrate how it should be read. 

Discuss the difference. 

Activity 3 

Write the following sentences on the board. Explain the message 

each is to convey and Invite the children to demonstrate how they 

should be spoken. 

• Oh, Is that the time? The person is in a hurry and sounds 

worried about being late (Spoken quickly and breathlessly). 

• 'Don't worry. It'll be OK: The person doesn't really care about 

the outcome of the listener's problem and is not taking it 

seriously. (Spoken slowly and dismissively) 
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• 'That‟s just typical of you! „The person is angry with the 

listener. (Spoken loudly and sharply) 

Ask the children how they would show particular emotions 

through the way they say words, such as sad (speak slowly and 

mournfully); bored (stretch each word into a whine); excited (fast and 

high pitched). 

Activity 4 

Ask the children under what circumstances might they: 

• Whisper (In a place of worship, when someone is very ill or 

has just died, when they don't want someone to overhear, and 

when they don‟t want to disturb someone sleeping.) 

• sigh (When they are disappointed, fed up, or just need to take a 

deeper breath than normal.) 

• shout (When they are scared or need help, need someone's 

attention or when they are angry.). 

When might it be in appropriate to do these things? (For example, it is 

red- rude to whisper in company and sigh when being told off. It is 

disrespectful to shout in a church). 

 

Facial expressions  

A face is the most expressive part of a body and can display, in 

addition to clearly identifiable emotions such as happiness, sadness and 

anger, more Subtle emotions such as doubt, nervousness, hopefulness, 

glee and Embarrassment. To demonstrate the wide variety of facial 

expressions there is no one better than Rowan Atkinson acting as Mr. 

Bean. He tells very long stories almost solely through facial expression; 

he speaks very little yet viewers can understand everything just through 

watching his body language. 

Some facial expressions have more than one meaning. In these 

situations the observer needs to understand what has gone on before to 

give the expression the correct interpretation. This can be hard to guess, 

especially for children with autism spectrum disorders. For example, a 
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frown could indicate someone deep in thought, trying to work out a 

solution toa problem or trying to decide what to do - or it could indicate 

annoyance. Teachers frown at children who are troublesome. Children 

might frown when they don‟t understand the task set for them. 

Raised eyebrows can indicate surprise, disbelief, shock or even 

disapproval People squint when there is bright light or when they have 

poor sight and are trying to focus their eyes-but a squint can also be a 

threatening 

Display a poster in the .class depicting a range of facial 

expressions and encourage the children to copy some of the expressions 

and use them at appropriate times. Children who have difficulty 

expressing how they feel can point to the face that shows how they are 

feeling. This can be particularly useful for some children with special 

educational needs. 

Activity 1 

Show a recording of Mr. Bean to the class. Ask the children to 

take note of how skillfully Rowan Atkinson manages to convey his 

intentions and his feelings mainly through facial expressions, and with a 

little help from the rest of his body language. 

Activity 2 

Ask the children to portray facially a variety of emotions, such 

as fear, anger, sadness, happiness, jealousy and pleasure. They should 

allow plenty of time to practice. Each expression before moving onto 

the next one, they could check their expressions in mirrors. 

Ask the children to practice giving the right facial messages to 

go with particular feeling in front of a mirror at home and try to be 

more expressive when they talk about their feelings with other people. 

Activity 3 

Devise a game whereby a volunteer is secretly given an emotion 

to portray on-verbally, using only facial muscles. The other children 

have to guess. What it is. If the children need more help write a variety 
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of sentences on the board and ask the class to guess which sentence 

describes what has happened to the volunteer. Suggestion includes. 

You have just been given the present you always wanted 

gesture. (Delight: eyes wide, mouth open and smiling in a relaxed way). 

You have just seen a big spider. (Fear. eyes staring, mouth 

gaping, lips down-turned facial muscles tense). 

You have just been told your hamster has died. (Sadness: eyes 

mournful, eyelids blinking slowly and staying shut for longer than 

normal, down-turned mouth, facial muscles drooping). 

You have just seen the boy/girl you fancy approaching you 

Embarrassment/shyness: repeated looking towards the floor, biting the 

lips, head to one side as though to hide the face). 

Body language 

Three qualities revealed through body posture and body gestures 

are passivity, aggressiveness. 

Passivity, or timidity is shown by mumbling or stuttering, 

slouching Looking down at the   floor nervously picking at “fingers or 

biting nails, having arms folded in a protective manner  body hunched, 

having Legs close together to minimize space the body takes up and 

standing further from another person than a confident person would 

stand. Children who predominantly display passive body language are 

more open to victimization. 

Aggressiveness is shown by shouting, using a sarcastic or 

accusing tone, having a tense upright posture where the person uses 

height to intimidate, staring unremittingly at the other person, having 

tight fists, pointing folding arms or having hands on hips with legs more 

than slightly apart, space, and leaning forward in a threatening manner. 

Children who predominantly display aggressive body language can 

intimidate and find that other people are less likely to want to make 

friends and will   probably try to avoid them. 
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Assertiveness is shown by speaking clearly and firmly with a 

Well-modulated tone (not in a monotone), having a relaxed upright 

Posture, having a gaze that meets the other person's gaze while. 

Occasionally looking away, having hands relaxed by the sides 

and legs slightly apart, leaning forward to talk to another person to 

show interest in what is being said and standing a comfortable distance 

from the other person. Children who show assertive body language are 

more likely to command respect from other people, their opinions are 

more likely to be valued and they are less likely to be bullied or be 

suspected of being bullies. 

Discuss the following questions with the class; 

• Passive, aggressive and assertive are words to describe certain 

types of behaviour. What do you know about each type of behavior? 

How might passive people appear? How might aggressive 

people appear? How might assertive people appear? 

• If someone acts confidently, people will believe that they are 

confident whether or not this is the case. And when people change in 

the way they behave towards them because they believe they are 

confident, that will make that person feel more confident. On the whole, 

how would you like to be seen? Discuss the consequences of being seen 

as passive, aggressive and assertive. Also see page 97.) 

Activity 

Invite children to show what posture is best to adopt in the 

following situations: 

• You are in trouble from a teacher and it is deserved. (A 

slightly timid posture is best to show meekness and regret. An 

aggressive, defiant posture is likely to get you into more trouble. A 

confident posture in this situation might be misinterpreted by the 

teacher as arrogance.). 

• You are out shopping in a big town. (You need to look 

confident so that no one is tempted to pick on you or to try to talk you 

into doing something you don't want to do). 
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• Someone has unjustly accused you of doing something. (You 

need to look outraged and angry to show you have been wronged). 

Ask the children to practice reading body language by watching 

people carefully when they speak - and by watching actors in films and 

on the television. They should also try matching their body language 

with the message they want to give. 

 

Eye contact  

Eye contact is used to: 

• indicate which person you are talking to 

• give emphasis to what you say so that you are taken seriously 

• show you mean it when you say no 

• show you will be able to see if the other person isn't listening 

• show you have seen what the other person has done - or is 

about to do - which can modify their behavior 

• show you are trustworthy - you are more likely to be believed 

if you deny stealing something while maintaining eye contact. Dropping 

the gaze suggests guilt. 

• show dislike - by not making eye contact and effectively 

ignoring the other person 

• show you don't like the look of someone - you tend to look 

away more frequently if there is something about the other person you 

dislike. 

• show you are strongly attracted to a person - you are more 

likely to maintain eye contact with fewer and shorter breaks and the 

pupils of your eyes dilate. 

Unrelieved staring is aggressive or indicates a child has poor 

social skills. Rarely meeting someone's gaze is typical of passivity or of 

a timid, nervous child. It can also appear. Shifty, as though the child has 

something to hide. Usually when children are face to face their gaze 

does break every so often for a second or two. If a child is thinking hard 

or recalling something then can break for much longer. 
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Alack of eye contact generally can indicate that a child is 

depressed – if someone in your class rarely or never makes eye contact 

consider this as a possibility. It may be that the child needs help. 

Discuss the importance of making eye contact, the different 

purposes it „serves and the different messages it can give. Ask the 

children to describe some situations when eye contact is essential. 

Suggestions: 

• When the teacher wants to say something very important and 

needs to see that everyone is paying attention. 

• When they want to ask someone a question - they call that 

person‟s name and look at their eyes to see when they have their 

attention. 

• When they first greet someone. They need to say hello while 

looking into the other person's eyes. 

• When assuring someone that they are telling the truth. 

Activity 

Explain that as well as showing someone they are listening, their 

eyes can give away their emotions. If children dislike someone - or 

even hate them -It shows in their eyes. 

Ask the children to use only t their eyes and the muscles around 

their eyes to show emotions of hate, anger, sadness and love. Just tiny 

movements in the muscles around the eyes can tell a great deal about 

the way a person feeling. If the children allow the rest of their facial 

muscles to express the emotion it can be seen very clearly. 

 

Using communication tools  

Although the different elements of communication have been 

looked at in some detail, children might find it hard to put these things 

together. Taking part in role plays can help them consolidate this work. 

In each scenario described on the next page ask the children to 

think about how they would feel in that situation and choose words that 

would show this. They also need to consider how they would say those 
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words, how their faces would look, whether they would make eye 

contact and what their body might be doing to back up what they say 

and how they feel. 

Some people are very skilled at deliberately giving false 

messages through their body language to con people or to get someone 

else into trouble. Some people are specially trained to read tiny changes 

in the way someone looks or moves to glean more from the person than 

they are conscious of giving away. Psychologists use this skill to try to 

find out what their client is really thinking or feeling, leading them to a 

better understanding of the person which allows them to be more 

helpful in therapy. Police use this skill to try to expose people who are 

lying. Revealing body language for lying includes blushing, sweating, 

and a lack of eye contact, a tense Posture, chewing the lip. And 

scratching the nose or rubbing the jaw. 

 

Activity 1 

Ask for two volunteers, A and B. Give them a slip of paper that 

provides script for a scenario that they act out. The rest of the class 

must guess how B is feeling. How do they know? Could B improve 

his/her body language to give a clearer message? The scenario can be 

repeated using all the Suggestions the class has made. Have new 

volunteers for each script. 

Suggestions include: 

• A; 'Here's a present for you: 

B: 'This is just what I wanted: You feel delighted. 

• A; 'I'm sorry, I can't come to your party after all: 

B: 'Oh no. What a shame: You feel disappointed. 

• A;'I saw you take money from my bag!' 

B: 'Oh. Sorry: You feel ashamed. 

• A: 'This is what I think of your new CD-ROM game: (Mime 

snapping it in two). 

B: 'Why did you do that? „You feel extremely angry. 
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• A:'I just heard your best friend had an accident and has had to 

go to hospital: 

B: 'Oh no: You feel very concerned. 

• A: 'The caretaker's eats‟ died 

B: 'Oh, poor caretaker. Poor cat: You feel very sad. 

• A: 'Hey, I won that competition: 

B: 'That's wonderful! „You feel very pleased. 

• A: 'Would you like to come with my family on Saturday to that 

theme park we talked about?' 

B: 'Would I? Yes please! „You feel very excited. 

• A: 'It's your exam this morning isn't it?' 

B: 'Yeeeesss: You feel scared. 

• A:'I don't want to be friends with you anymore. 

B: 'Oh. Why not? „You feel hurt. 

Activity 2 

Ask volunteers to make prepared statements to the class. Are 

they telling the truth? How do the children know? 
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2.4. Target Text 

 

وانسهىكيت نألطفالتنميت انمهاراث االجتماعيت وانعاطفيت   

 ماريانا سىتي

 

 انمقذمت

رظيحثٟ الاْ طؼ١ٍُ حٌّٙخٍحص حإلؿظّخػ١ش ٚحٌؼخؽف١ش ٚحٌٍٔٛو١ش ٟ٘ حألوؼَ أ١ّ٘ش ٌظال١ٌِ َِحكً حٌظؼ١ٍُ ح

كيحع حٌظغ١١َ ٠ئوي ػٍٝ إل١ّ٘ظٗ أ. أْ حٌّٕٙؾ حٌٌٞ ٠مَٛ ػٍٝ أْ ٌىً ؽفً ػٍٝ كي ٓٛحءٚحإلػيحىٞ 

ػخِخً. ٠ٚٙيف ٌ٘ح حٌّٕٙؾ اٌٝ طل١ٔٓ ك١خس حألؽفخي  91حٌٝ  0وً حالؽفخي فٟ حٌفجش حٌؼ٠َّش ِٓ  ٍفخ١٘ش

ػظزخٍ هّْ ٔظخثؾ )ِز١ٕش أىٔخٖ( ٚؿي أٔٙخ حألوؼَ أ١ّ٘ش ػٕي حٌطفً ٌٖٚ٘ الٚحَُٓ٘ رظمي٠ُ رَٔخِؾ ٠ؤهٌ فٟ ح

  ٔ :طّٟض وخ٢حٌٕظخثؾ حٌوّْ لُ  

 انصحت انجيذة

طلخء ؿ١ٕٔخً ٠ٚـذ أْ ٠لظٛح أطلخء ػخؽف١خً ٚحأطلخء ػم١ٍخً ٚأري١ٔخً ٚ ٠ٕزغٟ أْ ٠ىْٛ حألؽفخي أطلخء

.ْ ال ٠ظؼخؽٛح حٌؼمخل١َ غ١َ حٌمخ١ٔٛٔشأْ ٠وظخٍٚح أٚ رخٍٓٛد طلٟ ِؼ١ٓ  

 االمان

٠ٕزغٟ أْ ٠ىْٛ حألؽفخي آ١ِٕٓ ِٓ ٓٛء حٌّؼخٍِش ٚحإلّ٘خي ٚحٌؼٕف ٚحالٓظغالي حٌـٕٟٔ ٚحإلطخرخص حٌؼَػ١ش 

١ِ فٟ حٌّؼخٍِش ٚ حٌـَحثُ ٚحٌٍٔٛن غ١َ حإلؿظّخػٟ ىحهً حٌّيٍٓش ٚهخٍؿٙخ. ٚحٌّٛص ٚحٌظَّٕ ٚحٌظ١ّ

.ْ ٠لظٛح رخٌؼٕخ٠ش حٌظخِشأِٔظم٠َٓ ٚٚ ٠ٕٚزغٟ أ٠ؼخً أْ ٠ىٛٔٛح آ١ِٕٓ  

ستمتاع وتحقيق األهذافاال  

٠ٕزغٟ أْ ٠ىْٛ حألؽفخي ِٔظؼي٠ٓ ٌٍّيٍٓش ِٓ ٔخك١ش حٌلؼٍٛ ٚحالٓظّظخع رٙخ ٠ٚلممْٛ حٌّؼخ١٠َ حٌظؼ١ّ١ٍش 

حٌٛؽ١ٕش ٌٍّيحٍّ حإلرظيحث١ش ٚحإلػيحى٠ش ٚوٌٌه ٠لممْٛ طميِخً ػٍٝ حٌّٔظٜٛ حٌشوظٟ ٚحالؿظّخػٟ 

.٠ٚظّظؼْٛ رخٌَحكش  

 أنمساهمت أاليجابيت

٠ٕزغٟ ػٍٝ حالؽفخي أْ ٠شخٍوٛح فٟ اطوخً حٌمَحٍحص ٚىػُ حٌّـظّغ ٚحٌز١جش ٚحإلٌظِحَ رخٌمٛح١ٔٓ ٚحٌٍٔٛن 

ىْٛ ٌُٙ ػاللخص ح٠ـخر١ش ٚأْ ٠مٍَٚح أْ ال ٠ظَّٕٚح ٠ٚظ١ِّٚح حإل٠ـخرٟ ىحهً حٌّيٍٓش ٚهخٍؿٙخ ٚأْ ط

ٚأْ ٠ّٕٟ ػمظٗ رٕفٔٗ ٚأْ ٠ـ١ي حٌظؼخًِ رٕـخف ِغ ِظغ١َحص حٌل١خس حٌّّٙش ٚطلي٠خطٙخ ٚوٌٌه ط١ّٕش  ،رخٌّؼخٍِش

.ٍٓٛن حٌّزخىٍس ٚحالليحَ ػٕيٖ  

 تحقيق انرفاهيت االقتصاديت

طي٠ٍذ ػٕي حوّخي حٌيٍحٓش ٚأْ ٠ىٛٔٛح ِٔظؼي٠ٓ ٌٍظٛظ١ف  ٠ٕزغٟ أْ ٠لظٍٛح ػٍٝ طؼ١ٍُ ِظميَ حٚ ٚظخثف حٚ

ٚأْ ٠ؼ١شٛح فٟ ِٕخُي ؿ١يس ٚأْ ٠ـ١يٚح حٌظؼخًِ ِغ حٌّـظّؼخص حٌّٔظمَس ٚحٌّٛحطالص ٚوٌٌه حٌٍٔغ 

حٌّخى٠ش ٚأْ ٠ؼ١شٛح فٟ ػخثٍش ١ٌٔض ِليٚىس حٌيهً. أْ حٌط٠َك حٌٝ طلم١ك حٌَفخ١٘ش حاللظظخى٠ش ٠ىْٛ ِٓ 

.لشهالي ك١خس ىٍح١ٓش ٔخؿ  
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ٕٚ٘خن ِزخىٍس كى١ِٛش حهَٜ كي٠ؼش ٔٔز١خً طٙيف حٌٝ طؼ٠ِِ ىٍحٓش حٌّٙخٍحص حالؿظّخػ١ش ٚحٌؼخؽف١ش ٚحٌٕف١ٔش 

ٚحٌٍٔٛو١ش فٟ حٌّيحٍّ حالرظيحث١ش ٚحالػيحى٠ش طّٔٝ )ط١ّٕش حٌـٛحٔذ حٌؼخؽف١ش ٚحالؿظّخػ١ش ٌٍظؼ١ٍُ( ٚحٌظٟ ٠َِِ ٌٙخ 

ٍس هّْ طفخص ِٚٙخٍحص طئ٠ي ليٍس حالؽفخي ػٍٝ حٌظؼخًِ ِغ ٠ٚليى رَٔخِؾ ٌٖ٘ حٌّزخى SEAL رخٌٍغش حالٔى٠ِ١ٍش

حٌل١خس ٚحٌظؼٍُ ػٍٝ ٔلٛ فؼخي ٚأْ ٠ٕٔـُ ِغ ح٢ه٠َٓ ٠ٚٔخػيُ٘ ١ٌظزلٛح ِٛحؽ١ٕٓ ٠ظلٍّْٛ حٌّٔئ١ٌش ٌٚي٠ُٙ 

 .حىٍحن ٌٌٚحطُٙ

يمسي برنامج   SEAL 

رّشخػَُ٘ ٚحفىخٍُ٘ ٍٚٓٛوُٙ حٌٝ ِٔخػيس حالؽفخي فٟ حىحِش ػاللخص ح٠ـخر١ش ٚحٌظلىُ ٠SEALٙيف رَٔخِؾ

ٚحٌيفخع ػٓ كمٛلُٙ ٚػيَ حالػظيحء ػٍٝ كمٛق حاله٠َٓ ٚحكظَحَ ل١ُ حاله٠َٓ ِٚؼظميحطُٙ. ٚأْ ٠ىْٛ ٌي٠ُٙ حٌميٍس 

ػٍٝ حٌظؼخْٚ فٟ حٌؼًّ ٚحٔٙخء حٌظَحػخص ٚحٌظلي٠خص ٓٛحء رّفَىٖ حٚ رخٌظؼخْٚ ِغ حأله٠َٓ ٚحٌميٍس ػٍٝ طفُٙ 

حٌٌحطٟ ٚأْ ٠ىٛٔٛح ِظؼ١ٍّٓ ٔخؿل١ٓ ِٚئػ٠َٓ ٚحٌظّظغ رخٌميٍس ػٍٝ هٍك حؿٛحء  ِشخػَ حاله٠َٓ ٚحِظالن حٌلخفِ

 .ح٠ـخر١ش ِٚظفخثٍش طّىٕٗ ِٓ طلم١ك حال٘يحف ٚحٌظؼخفٟ ِٓ حٌؼؼَحص ٚحٌؼزخص فٟ ِٛحؿٙش حٌظؼخد

ٚلي وخْ حٌلظٛي ػٍٝ ٌٖ٘ حٌّٙخٍحص فٟ حٌّخػٟ ِظَٚوخً ٌٍظيفش غ١َ أْ حٌّيحٍّ لي طزٕض ٌٖ٘ حٌّزخىٍحص 

ػالٚس ػٍٝ حٌظي٠ٍْ رٛؿٗ  PSHE ٍظٙخ فٟ ِٕٙخؽ حٌظَر١ش حٌٛؽ١ٕش ٚحٌظؼ١ٍُ حٌفَىٞ ٚحالؿظّخػٟ ٚحٌظلٟٚحىه

 .ػخَ

حٌٝ حػٍٝ  ٠ًَوِ ٌ٘ح حٌىظخد ػٍٝ طؼٍُ حٌّٙخٍحص حالؿظّخػ١ش ٚحٌلَِ ٚحٓظويحِٙخ ٠ُٚخىس حٌميٍحص حٌشوظ١ش ٌظظ

ِٔظٜٛ ٚحٌظلىُ فٟ فميحْ حٌؼمش رخٌٕفْ ٚػؼف طمي٠َ حٌٌحص ٚحٌّشخػَ حٌظٟ طظيحهً ِغ حٌؼاللخص ٚططٍٛ 

.حٌل١خس  

ٚوّخ ٟ٘ حٌلخي ِغ أٞ ِٙخٍس ؿي٠يس فخْ حالػخىس طؼُِ حٌؼًّ حٌّٕـِ ٌٚىٓ ٠ٕزغٟ طشـ١غ حالؽفخي ػٍٝ ططز١ك ِخ 

ٔفٔٗ حٚ ٠ّىٓ حٔظمخء حٌّٛػٛػخص ًحص حٌفخثيس حٌوخطش. ٠ظؼٍّٛٔٗ. ٠ّٚىٓ طٕخٚي ِٛػٛػخص حٌىظخد رخٌظَط١ذ 

ٚرؼغ حٌٌٞ طوظخٍٖ ٌٍظي٠ٍْ لي ٠ىْٛ َِطزطخً رخٌؼَّ حٚحٌّٙخٍحص ػٍٝ ٓز١ً حٌّؼخي رؼغ حٌّٛػٛػخص لي 

 ًٜ طىْٛ شي٠يس حٌزٔخؽش حالَِ حٌٌٞ ٠يفؼه حٌٝ طـخُٚ٘خ رَٔػش غ١َ أْ ِٛػٛػخص حهَٜ لي طظطٍذ ِٔظٛ

.ّخػ١شػخ١ٌخً ِٓ حٌّٙخٍحص حالؿظ  

غ١َ أٔٗ كظٝ ِغ ٚؿٛى ؽٍذ ػٍٝ ِٔظ٠ٛخص ػخ١ٌش ِٓ حٌٛػٟ حالؿظّخػٟ فخٔٗ ٠ّىٓ طى١١ف حٌّؼٍِٛخص ٚحالفىخٍ 

حٌظٟ طٕخٓذ حٌفظً حٌيٍحٟٓ حٌٌٞ طيٍٓٗ فٟ وً َِس ػٍٝ ٓز١ً حٌّؼخي حٌميٍس ػٍٝ طفُٙ ِشخػَ حاله٠َٓ ٟ٘ 

ٝ أْ طظو١ً فميحْ ك١ٛحٔٙخ أال١ٌف ٌظظفُٙ ِٙخٍس حؿظّخػ١ش ػخ١ٌش حال أٔٗ ِٓ حٌّّىٓ طشـ١غ ؽفٍش طغ١َس ػٍ

ِيٜ كِْ طي٠مظٙخ ٚلي طظو١ً ٚلظٙخ و١ف ٓظميٍ طي٠مظٙخ حكظؼخٔٙخ حٚ طؼز١َ٘خ ػٓ أٓفٙخ ٌفميحْ طي٠مظٙخ 

.ٌل١ٛحٔٙخ أال١ٌف ٚأٔٙخ ٌىخٔض ٓظشؼَ رخٌلِْ ٌٛ حْ ك١ٛحٔٙخ ٟ٘ لي ِخص  

ٗ ٠ّىٓ حٓظويحَ حٌىؼ١َ ِٕٙخ ٌٍَّكٍش حٌؼخ٠ٛٔش.  أْ ٚرخٌَغُ ِٓ أْ ِؼظُ ِخىس حٌىظخد طٕخٓذ حٌَّكٍش حألٓخ١ٓش فخٔ

 وَّؿِءحً ِٓ ِخىس ٌ٘ح حٌىظخد ِٛؿٙش كظَحً ٌٍَّكٍش حٌؼخ٠ٛٔش ِؼً حالشخٍس حٌٝ حٌلًّ ٚحٌؼمخل١َحٌّويٍس ٚحٌ

غ١َ أْ ٌٖ٘ حالفىخٍ ِخ ُحٌض ِالثّش ٌالٓظويحَ ِغ حؽفخي حطغَٕٓخً رخػطخء حِؼٍش ري٠ٍش ػٓ طٍه حٌّٛؿٛىس فٟ 

.حٌىظخد  
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ٚلي حٓظويِض حٓخ١ٌذ ِظؼيىس ٌظمي٠ُ ِلظٜٛ حٌىظخد ٌَّحػخس حّٔخؽ طؼٍُ ِوظٍفش ٌظمي٠ُ حٌّؼٍِٛخص رؤفؼً ؽ٠َمش 

ٌٚؼّخْ حٌظٕٛع ٚحالِظخع ٌٍزؼي ػٓ حًٌٍّ ٚػّخْ طؼٍك حٌطفً رخٌىظخد. رّخ حٔٗ ٌٖ٘ حٌّخىس َِطزطش رخالؽفخي 

.ْ حٌّؼٍُ ِظلّٔخً ِٚفؼّخً رخٌل١خسح٠ؼخً ف١ٕزغٟ أْ طىْٛ ِّظؼش ف١ظخرؼٙخ حٌطفً فظٔخػي أْ ٠ىٛ  

أِخ حٌٕشخؽخص ٚحٌظٟ حطفٙخ رخٔٙخ ك٠ٛ١ش فظشًّ ِٕخلشخص ر١ٓ ِـّٛػش حٚ ٌٍفظً حٌيٍحٟٓ ٚحٔشخء لٛحثُ حٚ ؿًّ حٚ 

ٚطٛػ١ق و١ف ٠ٕزغٟ ٔطك حٌـًّ حٚ و١ف ٠ٕزغٟ طٕخٚي حٌطؼخَ ٚحٌظؼ١ٍمؼٍٝ ؽ٠َمش حكيُ٘ فٟ  حٌطَحثفَٓى 

طٛط١ً حٌَٓخٌش ٚحٌظٛلغ ِظٝ ٠ىْٛ حٌشٟء ِٕخٓزخً حٚ غ١َ ِٕخٓذ ٚأىحء ِـّٛػش ِٓ حالٔشطش ٌشَف ٚؿٙش 

ظٔزش ػٕي ٔظَ ِخ. ٚوٌٌه طٔظويَ حالىٚحٍ ٌظٛػ١ق حٌؼؼَحص حالؿظّخػ١ش ٚر١خْ ِيٜ طميَ حٌّٙخٍحص حٌّى

.حالؽفخي ك١ٓ ٚػغ ِخ طؼٍّٖٛ فٟ ك١ِ حٌظٕف١ٌ  

ٚلي طـي ٌ٘ح حٌىظخد ِف١ًيح ح٠ؼخً ػٕي طي٠ٍْ أؽفخي ًٚٞ حكظ١خؿخص طؼ١ّ١ٍش هخطش. أْ حالؽفخي ح٠ٌٌٓ طُ طشو١ظُٙ 

رَّع حٌظٛكي ِؼً ِظالُِش حٓزَؿَ، ال ٠ظّىْٕٛ ِٓ طؼٍُ حٌّٙخٍحص حالؿظّخػ١ش رٍَّٚ حٌؼَّ رً ٠ٕزغٟ طؼ١ٍُّٙ 

 ه حٌّٙخٍحص رط٠َمش ِٕٙـ١ش. ٠ٚؼخٟٔ حٌؼي٠ي ِٓ حالؽفخي حٌّظخر١ٓ رٕمض حالٔظزخٖ حٌّظخكذ ٌفَؽ حٌٕشخؽطٍ

ADHD  ٟح٠ؼخً ِٓ طؼٛرش حطزخع حٌمٛحػي حالؿظّخػ١ش فؼٍٝ ٓز١ً حٌّؼخي لي ٠ظؼذ ػ١ٍُٙ حٔظظخٍ ىٍُٚ٘ ف

٠فظمَْٚ حٌٝ حٌّٙخٍحص حالؿظّخػ١ش حالٌؼخد حٚ فٟ حالؿخرش ػٍٝ حالٓجٍش ف١َىْٚ حػظزخؽخً. ٕٚ٘خٌه حؽفخي حهَْٚ 

رٔزذ حفظمخٍ أرخثُٙ ٌّٙخٍس حٌظٛحطً حالؿظّخػٟ حٚ شؼٍُٛ٘ حْ حٌٛػغ حهَق فٟ حٌّٛحلف حالؿظّخػ١ش ٚرخٌظخٌٟ 

فُٙ ال ٠ّؼٍْٛ ليٚس ٌألؽفخي. ٌٚيٜ رؼغ حألؽفخي حرخُء ًٚٚ ِٙخٍحص حؿظّخػ١ش ؿ١يس غ١َأُٔٙ فشٍٛح فٟ ِظخرؼظُٙ 

 .ٌٔزذ ِخٚطم١ٍي ٍٓٛوُٙ حال٠ـخرٟ 

أْ حٌٛػٟ رخٌؼ١ٛد فٟ حٌّٙخٍحص حالؿظّخػ١ش ٠ٕزٙه حٌٝ حٌلخؿش ٌالٓظويحَ حٌٛحػق ٌٍغش ػٕي ِوخؽزش حالؽفخي ٚ 

ح٠ظخي ٍٓخثً ٚحػلش رخٓظويحَ ٌغش حٌـٔي ، فؼٍٝ ٓز١ً حٌّؼخي لي طىْٛ ِٕخويس حالؽفخي غ١َ ِٕخٓزش حً أْ 

وَح١٘ش ٚػيٚحْ. ٠ٕٚزغٟ حهظ١خٍ حالٌفخظ رؼٕخ٠ش ػٕي حٌظفش حٌٛى٠ش ٌٌٖٙ حٌّٕخويس لي ٠ٔخء فّٙٙخ رخػظزخٍ٘خ 

ِوخؽزش حالؽفخي حٌّظخر١ٓ رخٌظٛكي. فؼٍٝ ٓز١ً حٌّؼخي ػٕيِخ طوزَ ؽفالً أْ ػ١ٍٗ حْ ٠َفغ ؿٛحٍرٗ حٌٝ حألػٍٝ 

٠ّىٓ أْ ٠ئىٞ ًٌه رٗ حٌٝ حٌّؼخٔخس ٌَفغ ؿٛحٍد ال طلظخؽ حٌٝ حٌَفغ فٟ ٚلض ٠لخٚي أْ ٠فُٙ ٌّخًح حٔض 

.ٍذ رخٌٌحص فٟ ك١ٓ حٔه لي طؼٕٟ أٔٗ فٟ كخؿش ٌزٌي ؿٙي حوزَ فٟ ِّٙظٗحهظَص ٌ٘ح حٌط  

أْ ِيف حالؽفخي حَِ ُِٙ ٌٍغخ٠ش ػٕيِخ ٠ظَْٙٚ ِٙخٍحص حؿظّخػ١ش ح٠ـخر١ش ٔظَحً ٌىْٛ ليٍطُٙ ػٍٝ حظٙخٍ ٌٖ٘ 

ْ حٌّٙخٍحص طؼظّي ػٍٝ حكٔخُٓٙ رظمي٠َُ٘ ٌٌٚحطُٙ. ٚػٕيِخ ٠شؼَ حالؽفخي رخٌَػٝ ػٓ حٔفُٔٙ ٓٛف ٠ّظٍىٛ

ليٍحً حػٍٝ ِٓ حٌؼمش رخٌٕفْ ٌظـَرش ِخ طؼٍّٖٛ ٚطىْٛ ٌي٠ُٙ فَطش حوزَ ٌٕـخكُٙ حؿظّخػ١خً فٟ ك١خطُٙ حٌّي١ٍٓش 

.ٚح١ٌٌِّٕش ٚحٚلخص فَحغُٙ رخالػخفش حٌٝ ك١خطُٙ ح١ٌّٕٙش فٟ َِكٍش الكمش  

ش حٌظي٠ٍْ ٌّٚٔخػيس حالؽفخي ػٍٝ حوظٔخد ِٙخٍحص حؿظّخػ١ش ٚػخؽف١ش ٍٚٓٛو١ش ٠ٕزغٟ أْ ٠لَص أػؼخء ١٘ج

ػٍٝ ِّخٍٓش حالؽفخي ٌٌٖٙ حٌّٙخٍحص. فخألؽفخي ٌٓ ٠ظؼٍّٛح حالكظَحَ حًح ٌُ ٠ؼخٍُِٙ رخالكظَحَ ِٓ ٠فظَع رُٙ 

أْ ٠ىٛٔٛح حٌميٚس. ٚحٌشوض حالوؼَ ح١ّ٘ش فٟ حٌّيٍٓش ٌظؼ٠ِِ ٌٖ٘ حٌّٙخٍحص ٘ٛ حٌّي٠َ، ٠ٕٚزغٟ أْ طلظٛٞ 

.ٍحص١ٓخٓش حٌّيٍٓش ػٍٝ أ١ّ٘ش حوظٔخد حالؽفخي ٌٌٖٙ حٌّٙخ  

ػٕي ططز١ك حالٔشطش حٌّيٍؿش فٟ ٌ٘ح حٌىظخد ِٓ حٌُّٙ أْ ٠فُٙ حالؽفخي حكظَحَ حاله٠َٓ فّٙخً طخِخً. ٠ٕٚزغٟ أْ 

.٠ٛحفك حالؽفخي ػٍٝ حٌمٛحػي حٌظخ١ٌش ٚحطزخػٙخ ػٕي حىحء ٔشخؽ ؿّخػٟ  
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 ال طمخؽغ حٌشوض حٌٌٞ ٠ظليع 

ٗ حٌيػخرشال طؼله ػٍٝ أٞ شٟء ٠ٌوَٖ شوض آهَ حال حًح وخْ حٌّمظٛى ِٕ   

 حًح ٌُ طٛحفك ػٍٝ شٟء ِخ فؼ١ٍه حْ طميَ حٌٔزذ 

 ػ١ٍه أْ طىْٛ رٕخءحً فٟ ٔمين وؤْ طمظَف ؽ٠َمشً ٌظل١ٔٓ شٟء ِخ لي ًوَٖ حكيُ٘ حٚ فؼٍٗ 

 ٌظىٓ ِشخٍوش حٌـ١ّغ ِٛػغ طمي٠َ ػٕين 

 إِٔق فَطش ٌـ١ّغ أػؼخء حٌف٠َك ٌىٟ ٠زيٚح أٍحثُٙ 

ٓ فٝ ك١ٓ فؼٍٛح ػيَ حٌّشخٍوشال ِخٔغ فٟ أْ ٠ظً أػؼخء حٌف٠َك طخِظ١  

 طـٕذ حطيحٍ حالكىخَ 

 طـٕذ حٓظويحَ ِخ لخٌٗ حػؼخء حٌف٠َك ػيُ٘ الكمخً ٚطـٕذ حٌؼَػَس رٗ 

 

 انفصم انثاني

 تنميت انمهاراث االجتماعيت وانعاطفيت وانسهىكيت نألطفال

 وسائم انتىاصم

 

فمي ٠يػُ حهظ١خٍ  ،حىٚحص حٌظٛحطً حٓظويحِخً فؼخالً ٠ٚؼظّي حٌظّظغ رّٙخٍحص حؿظّخػ١ش ؿ١يس ػٍٝ حٌميٍس ػٍٝ حٓظويحَ 

.حألؽفخي ٌٍىٍّخص ٚؽ٠َمش لٌٛٙخ ٚ حْ وخٔض طؼز١َحص حٌٛؿٗ ٚ ٌغش حٌـٔي طيػُ فٟ حظٙخٍ حٌّؼٕٝ حٌّطٍٛد  

 اختيار انمفرداث

 ٠لظخؽ حالؽفخي حٌٝ حٌؼي٠ي ِٓ حٌّفَىحص حٌظٟ طؼزَ ػٓ حٌّشخػَ كظٝ ٠ظّىٕٛح ِٓ حٌظٛحطً ػٍٝ ٔلٛ ؿ١ي ٚٚطف

.ِخ ٠شؼَْٚ رٗ ريلش حٚ ٚطف و١ف حْ ش١جخً حػَ ف١ُٙ ىْٚ حٌٍـٛء حٌٝ ٌغش ر٠ٌجش حٚ ٍٓٛن ػيٚحٟٔ ٘يحَ  

حالَِ حٌٌٞ ٠ٔخُ٘ فٟ ٠ُخىس ػمخفظُٙ حٌؼخؽف١ش ًٌٚه رفؼً ليٍطُٙ ػٍٝ حٌظؼَف ػٍٝ ِشخػَُ٘ حٌوخطش ِٚشخػَ 

.ٌي ِٓ طٍه حٌؼاللخصحأله٠َٓ حػخفشً حٌٝ حٌميٍس ػٍٝ حٌظلىُ فٝ ِشخػَُ٘ ٚحٌّشخػَ حٌظٟ طظٛ  

.حْ حالٓظويحَ ح١ٌِٟٛ ٌٍىٍّخص حٌوخطش رخٌّشخػَ ٠شـغ حالؽفخي ح٠ؼخً ػٍٝ حٓظويحِٙخ  

حالَِ حٌٌٞ ١ُٓٔٙ فٟ طؼ٠ِِ هزَحطُٙ حالؿظّخػ١ش ٠ُٚخىس  ،٠ظزق حألؽفخي حوؼَ ليٍس ػٍٝ حٌظؼز١َ، ٚرخٌّّخٍٓش 

حَِحٌطفً طشَف ف١ٗ حٌٕشخؽ حٌٌٞ حى٠ظّٖٛ فٟ ٌٌح حًٍٓ هطخد حٌٝ ٌٟٚ  ،ِٔظٜٛ حٌظؼخًِ رّٙخٍس ِغ ػاللخطُٙ 

.حٌّيٍٓش ٚحؽٍذ ُِٕٙ طشـ١غ حٓظويحَ حٌىٍّخص حٌوخطش رخٌّشخػَ فٟ حٌز١ض   

ٚػٕي حٌظؼز١َػٓ حٌّشخػَ ِٓ حالفؼً حٌمٛي حشؼَ رخٌغؼ١خْ ٍٚأٟٓ ٠ئٌّٕٟ ِٓ حٌمٛي أشؼَ حٟٔ "ٌٔض رظلش 

َ ٍػزٟ أفؼً ِٓ حٌمٛي "ال ح٠ٍي حٌٌ٘خد حٌٝ ح١ٌّٕٔخ ٚحٌمٛي حٔخ ال أشؼَ رخٌَحكش ٚٓؾ حٌِكخَ الٔٗ ٠ؼ١ ،ؿ١يس"

" ِٚٓ حالفؼً حٌمٛي "حشؼَ رخٌلَؽ ػٕيِخ حلخرٍٙخ ألٔٙخ ػلىض ػٕيِخ طٍؼؼّض" ٚ"حشؼَ رخٌلَؽ حألْ وٍّخ 

.ٍأ٠ظٙخ" ِٓ حٌمٛي "حٔخ ال حٓظٍطفٙخ"  
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ؼ٠ٕٛش ) ِخ ٠شؼَٖ حالؽفخي فٟ حشَف حٌفَق ر١ٓ حٌّشخػَحٌزي١ٔش ) ِخ ٠شؼَٖ حالؽفخي رؤؿٔخىُ٘ ( ٚر١ٓ حٌّشخػَ حٌّ

رخٌَغُ ِٓ حْ حالؽفخي ٠ّىٓ حْ ٠شؼَٚح ري١ٔخً رخٌّشخػَ حٌم٠ٛش (. اؽٍذ أِؼٍش ٌٍّشخػَ ِٓ حٌٕٛػ١ٓ  -ٚؿيحُٔٙ 

.ٚطٕفُٙ فٟ ِـّٛػظ١ٓ ِٓ حٌّشخػَ حال٠ـخر١ش ٚحٌٍٔز١ش  

 

:ػٍٝ ٓز١ً حٌّؼخي  

.ِزظٙؾ ،٘خىة  ،فوٍٛ ،ِظشٛق  ، ٓؼ١ي،ِشخػَِؼ٠ٕٛش ح٠ـخر١ش : ِظلّْ   

، َِطزه  ،ِشّجِ، هخثذ حالًِ  ،لٍك  ،  غخػذ ،هـٛي  ،ٚك١ي  ، ك٠ِٓ،  هخثف، ِشخػَ ِؼ٠ٕٛش ٍٓز١ش : لٍك 

.ِلَؽ ،ٔخفي حٌظزَ   

ٔشؾ، ِفؼُ رخٌطخلش  ، ِظ١مع ،ِشخػَ ري١ٔش ح٠ـخر١ش : َِطخف   

.ػؼ١ف ،طَِظٛ ،ِظؼذ  ، ٠شؼَ رخٌغؼ١خْ ، ىحثن،  َِطـف، ِلظَ ، ِشخػَ ري١ٔش ٍٓز١ش : رَىحْ  

9 نشاط  

 حؽٍذ ِٓ حالؽفخي طى٠ٛٓ ؿًّ رخٓظويحَ وٍّظ١ٓ ػٍٝ حاللً ِٓ حٌىٍّخص حٌوخطش رخٌّشخػَ حٌٌّوٍٛس حػالٖ

حشَف ٌُٙ حْ حٓظويحَ حٌىٍّخص حٌوخطش رخٌّشخػَ ٠ٔخػي حاله٠َٓ ػٍٝ فُّٙٙ فّٙخ حفؼً ٚحٌلظٛي ػٍٝ 

.ِٔخػيطُٙ ٚىػُّٙ حْ وخْ حٌشؼٍٛ ٍٓز١خً   

و١ف ٌٍّشخػَ حٌٍٔز١ش حْ طـؼً حألؽفخي ٠شؼَْٚ رشؼٍٛ ١ٓت ٚو١ف حْ حٌّشخػَ حال٠ـخر١ش ٚحشَف ػٍٝ ٔلٛػخَ 

طشؼَُ٘ رشؼٍٛؿ١ي. ٌٚىٓ فٟ رؼغ حالٚلخص ٠ىْٛ حٌشؼٍٛ رخٌغؼذ حٚ حٌلِْ حَِحً ح٠ـخر١خً فٟٙ ٍىٚى حفؼخي 

.خؽز١ؼ١ش ٌّخ ٠ليع فٟ حٌل١خس ٚطٔخػي حالؽفخي ػٍٝ حٌظؤلٍُ ِغ ِخ كيع حٚطم٠ٛظُٙ ػٍٝ ٔلٛ ِ  

2نشاط   

أؽٍذ ِٓ حألؽفخي حٌظفى١َ فٟ ِٛحلف ٠ّىٓ أْ طىْٛ حٌّشخػَحٌّؼ٠ٕٛش حٌٍٔز١ش ف١ٙخ ا٠ـخر١ش. ٚأؽٍذ ُِٕٙ طى٠ٛٓ 

.ؿًّ طز١ٓ و١ف طىْٛ ٌٖ٘ حٌّشخػَحَِحً ِف١يحً   

3نشاط   

أٚ أؽٍذ ِٓ حألؽفخي حإلكظفخظ رّفىَس ػٓ ِشخػَُ٘ ٠ٕٚزغٟ ؿّغ حٌىٍّخص حٌوخطش رخٌّشخػَ ًٌٚه رخٌشؼٍٛ رٙخ 

.رخٌمَحءس ػٕٙخ أٚ رَإ٠ش شوض آهَ ٌي٠ٗ ٌٖ٘ حٌّشخػَ  

 

 كيفيت نطق انكهماث 

اْ حٌظؤو١ي ػٍٝ وٍّخص ِوظٍفش فٟ حٌـٍّش حٌٛحكيس لي ٠ئىٞ حٌٝ ح٠ظخي ٍٓخٌش ِوظٍفش ل١ٍالً. فؼٍٝ ٓز١ً حٌّؼخي ػٕي 

١ٌْٚ أكي آهَ. ر١ّٕخ حٌمٛي "ٓظطؼُ حٌمطش ح٢ْ " فؤْ حٌظؤو١ي ػٍٝ وٍّش )أٔض( ٓٛف ٠ؼٕٟ حٔه أٔض رخٌٌحص 

حٌظؤو١ي ػٍٝ وٍّش )ططؼُ( ٠ش١َ اٌٝ اؽؼخَ حٌمطش ١ٌْٚ لض شؼَ٘خ أٚ حٌٍؼذ ِؼٙخ. فٟ ك١ٓ أْ حٌظؤو١ي ػٍٝ 

)حٌمطش( ٠ش١َ اٌٝ اؽؼخَ حٌمطش ١ٌْٚ آٞ ك١ٛحْ آهَ. ٚحٌظؤو١ي ػٍٝ )ح٢ْ( ٠ش١َ اٌٝ ػٍَٚس طٕف١ٌ حألَِ 

.حألَِ ٠ظلٛي اٌٝ آظفٔخٍرَٔػش. ٚٚػغ ػالِش آظفٙخَ فٟ أهَ حٌـٍّش ٠ـؼً   
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طؼٕٟ َٓػش حٌلي٠غ أْ حٌّظليع فٟ ػـٍش ِٓ حَِٖ حٚ ِظلّْ حٚ غخػذ. ٚػٕيِخ ٠ىْٛ حٌوطخد رط١جخً فّٓ 

حٌّّىٓ حْ ٠ٔظٕظؾ حٌّٔظّغ حْ حٌّظليع ٠شؼَ رخٌىًٔ أٚ َِطخف أٚ ٠شؼَ رخٌٕؼخّ أٚ كظٝ غ١َ ٚحػك ِٓ 

.ِٛلفٗ  

ٚطظ١ق فظَس ِٓ حٌِِٓ ٌٍظفى١َ ٚطشـغ  ،ش ػمالً حٌٝ ِخ طُ ًوَٖ لزٍٙخحػٕخء حٌّلخىػ َٓػش حٌىالَ ػٕي حٌَٙعطؼطٟ 

.حٌشوض حالهَ ١ٌؤهٌ ىٍٖٚ فٟ حٌلي٠غ ٚطؼ١ف ػٕظَ حٌظش٠ٛك فٟ ِٕظظف حٌمظض حٌّؼ١َس  

ٚطوظٍف ىٍؿش اٍطفخع طٛص حٌّظليع اًح وخْ ٠ظليع فٝ ىحٍػزخىس حٚ ٓخكش ِيٍٓش ٚطوظٍف رٕخءحً ػٍٝ ظَٚف 

٠وظٍف ػٓ حٌّؤطُ( ٚرٕخءحً ػٍٝ كخٌش حٌّظليع ) حٌظٛص حٌؼخٌٟ ٠يي ػٍٝ حٌغؼذ حٚ حٌٔؼخىس حٌٍمخء ) حالكظفخي 

ٚحٌظٛص حٌّٕوفغ ٠يي ػٍٝ حٌشؼٍٛ رخٌلِْ حٚ حٌوـً فزؼغ حالشوخص حٌوـ١ٌٛٓ ٠ىْٛ طٛطُٙ حهفغ 

.فٟ حٚحهَ حٌـًّ ٚحٌزؼغ حألهَ ٠ظليع رٙيٚء ؽٛحي حٌٛلض(  

حٌؼزخص رٕزَس حٌظٛص حٚ طّٛؿخطٗ ِٓ حٌّّىٓ حْ طش١َ حٌٝ حٌظٛطَ حٚ ٠ٚش١َ ػزخص ٔزَس حٌظٛص حٌٝ حٌؼمش ٚػيَ 

 ػيَ حٌظؤوي

وّخ ٠ٚش١َ حٌظليع رٕزَس ػخرظش )ِٓ ىْٚ طغ١١َ فٟ ٔزَس حٌظٛص( ٠مًٍ ِؼخٟٔ حٌىٍّخص ٠ٚشظض حٔظزخٖ حٌّٔظّغ. 

ط١١ِّ حٞ فمَحءس لظش رٕزَس ػخرظش ١ٓوفك فٟ ؿٌد حالٔظزخٖ حٌٝ حٌّٛػٛع حٚ حٌشوظ١خص ٚطـؼً ِٓ حٌظؼذ 

.شوظ١ش طظليع  

9 نشاط  

حوظذ )ٓٛف ططؼُ حٌمطش ح٢ْ( ػٍٝ حٌٍٛكش ٚحؽٍذ ِٓ حألؽفخي حْ ٠مظَكٛح ِؼخٟٔ ِوظٍفش ٌٍـٍّش ٚحشَف ح١ّ٘ش 

.حٌظؤو١ي ػٍٝ حٌىٍّخص فٟ حٌىالَ  

2نشاط   

٠ٕزغٟ  حلَأ ٔظخً رٕزَس طٛص ػخرظش ٚحؽٍذ ِٓ حألؽفخي حْ ٠ؼٍمٛح ػٍٝ طمزٍُٙ ٌٍظٛص ٚحىػٛح حكيُ٘ ٌشَف و١ف

.حْ طُمَأ ػُ ٔخلش حٌفَق  

3نشاط   

 حوظذ حٌـًّ حٌظخ١ٌش ػٍٝ حٌٍٛكش ػُ حشَف حٌَٓخٌش حٌظٟ طلٍّٙخ وً ؿٍّش ٚحىػٛح حألؽفخي حٌٝ شَف و١ف١ش لَحثظٙخ

 َِٖ ٠ٚزيٚ ػ١ٍٗ حٌمٍك ِٓ وٛٔٗ ِظؤهَح)طمخي رَٔػش ٚرؤٔفخّأحٌشوض فٟ ػـٍش ِٓ  -ً٘ ٌ٘ح ٘ٛ حٌٛلض؟، ػـزخً 

 )ال٘ؼش

حٌّظليع ال ٠ٙظُ فؼالً رٕظ١ـش ِشىٍش حٌّٔظّغ ٚال ٠ؤهٌ٘خ ػٍٝ ِلًّ حٌـي )   - ٓظىْٛ حالٍِٛ ػٍٝ ِخ ٠َحَال طمٍك 

 .)طمخي رزطت ٚٔزٌ حٌفىَس

 .)حٌّظليع غخػذ ِٓ حٌّٔظّغ ) طمخي رظٛص َِطفغ ٚكخى -ٌ٘ح ػخىس حٔض!

حٌّؼخي فٟ كخٌش حٌلِْ ) طظليع حٓخي حألؽفخي ػٓ و١ف١ش اظٙخٍ ِشخػَِؼ١ٕش ِٓ هالي ٔطمُٙ ٌٍىٍّخص ػٍٝ ٓز١ً 

 .رزطت ٚكِْ( ٚفٟ كخٌش حًٌٍّ ) حػؾ ُِٓ حوزَ ٌٍىٍّخص( ٚفٟ كخٌش حٌظلّْ ) طليع رَٔػش ٚطٛص َِطفغ(

4نشاط   

: آؤي حألؽفخي ػٓ حٌظَٚف حٌظٟ ٠ّىٓ أْ ٠مٌْٛٛ ف١ٙخ  
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٠َ٠يْٚ حْ ٠ّٔؼُٙ شوض  حٌّْٙ )فٟ أِخوٓ حٌؼزخىس, ٚػٕيِخ ٠ىْٛ شوض ِخ ٠َِؼخً ؿيحً أِٚخص طٛحً ٚ ػٕيِخ ال 

.حهَ ٚػٕيِخ ال ٠َ٠يْٚ حْ ٠ِػـْٛ شوظخً ٔخثّخً(  

 .ػٕيِخ ٠ىْٛٔٛ ِلزط١ٓ حٚ ػـ٠َٓ أٚػٕيِخ ٠ىْٛٔٛ رزٔخؽش رلخؿش ألهٌ ٔفْ ػ١ّك حوؼَ ِٓ حٌّؼظخى (حٌظٕٙي(

.حٌظَحم( ػٕيِخ ٠ىْٛٔٛ هخثف١ٓ حٚ رلخؿش ٌٍّٔخػيس حٚ رلخؿش ٌـٌد حٔظزخٖ شوض ِخ حٚ ػٕي حٌغؼذ ) 

ِظٝ ٠ىْٛ ِٓ غ١َ حٌالثك ػيَ فؼً ٌٖ٘ حألش١خء؟ )ػٍٝ ٓز١ً حٌّؼخي ٠ؼظزَ حَِحً فؼخًأْ ّْٔٙ حػٕخء ٚؿٛى أه٠َٓ 

.أٚ ٔظٕٙي ػٕيِخ ٔٛرن(. ِٚٓ ػيَ حإلكظَحَ حٌظَحم فٟ ىحٍ حٌؼزخىس ) 

 

 تعبيراث انىجه

ًِ ٚحٌٔؼخىس ٚ حإلكَحؽ ٠ؼظزَ حٌٛؿٗ أوؼَ أؿِحء حٌـٔي طؼز١َح ٠ّٚىٕٗ اظٙخٍِشخػَ هف١ش وخٌشه ٚحٌظٛطَ ٚحأل

فؼالً ػٓ ِشخػَ ٍٓٙش حٌظ١١ِّ وخٌٔؼخىس ٚحٌلِْ ٚحٌغؼذ ٌٚشَف طؼز١َحص حٌٛؿٗ حٌؼي٠يس ال ٠ٛؿي ِؼخي 

أفؼً ِٓ ٍٚحْ حىؤْٕٛ حٌٌٞ ٠ّؼً شوظ١ش ِٔظَ ر١ٕفٙٛ ٠لىٟ لظض ؽ٠ٍٛش ؿيحً  ٚال ٠ىخى ٠ٔظويَ ٜٓٛ 

٘ي٠ٓ لخى٠ٍٓ ػٍٝ فُٙ وً شٟء ِٓ هالي ِظخرؼش ٌغش طؼز١َحص حٌٛؿٗ فمؾ ٠ٚظليع ل١ٍالً ؿيحً ٌٚىٓ ٠ظً حٌّشخ

.ؿٔيٖ  

ٌٚزؼغ طؼز١َحص حٌٛؿٗ أوؼَ ِٓ ِؼٕٝ ٚحكي ٚفٟ ٌٖ٘ حٌلخالص ػٍٝ حٌّظخرغ حْ ٠فُٙ حٌظَٚف حٌّل١طش لزً 

حٌظف١َٔ حٌظل١ق ٌٍظؼز١َ.حألَِ حٌٌٞ لي ٠ىْٛ طؼذ حٌظو١ّٓ هخطشً ِغ حألؽفخي حٌّظخر١ٓ رخٌظٛكي ػٍٝ ٓز١ً 

لي ٠ش١َ اٌٝ شوض غخٍق فٟ حفىخٍٖ أٚ ٠فىَ فٟ كً ٌّشىٍش ِخ حٚ اطوخً لَحٍ ِخ ٚلي ٠ش١َ حٌّؼخي حٌؼزّٛ 

اٌٝ حالِٔػخؽ . فخٌّؼٍّْٛ ٠ؼزْٔٛ فٟ ٚؿٖٛ حألؽفخي ح٠ٌٌٓ ٠ؼ١َْٚ حٌّشخوً. ٚحألؽفخي لي ٠ؼزْٔٛ ػٕيِخ ال 

.٠فّْٙٛ ِخ ٘ٛ ِطٍٛد ُِٕٙ  

يِش أٚ كظٝ ػيَ حٌظمزً. ٚ ٠ٕظَ حالشوخص شٍِحً فٟ لي ٠ش١َ ٍفغ حٌلخؿز١ٓ اٌٝ حٌّفخؿؤس ٚػيَ حٌظظي٠ك ٚ حٌظ

حٌؼٛء حٌٔخؽغ حٚ ػٕيِخ ٠ؼخْٔٛ ِشىٍش فٟ حٌَإ٠ش حٚ ػٕيِخ ٠لخٌْٚٛ حٌظَو١ِ رؤػ١ُٕٙ غ١َ أْ حٌٕظَ شٍِحً لي 

.٠ىْٛ اشخٍس طٙي٠ي  

حػَع ٍِظك كخثؾ فٟ حٌفظً حٌيٍحٟٓ ٠ظٍٛ ِـّٛػش ِٓ طؼز١َحص حٌٛؿٗ ٚشـغ حإلؽفخي ػٍٝ طم١ٍي رؼغ 

حٌظؼز١َحص ٚآظويحِٙخ فٟ حٚلخص ِٕخٓزش ٌٙخ. ٚحألؽفخي ح٠ٌٌٓ ٠ـيْٚ طؼٛرش فٟ حٌظؼز١َ ػٓ ِشخػَُ٘  ٌٖ٘

٠ّىُٕٙ حإلشخٍس اٌٝ حٌٛؿٗ حٌٌٞ ٠ؼزَ ػٓ ِخ ٠شؼَْٚ رٗ ٌٖٚ٘ حٌط٠َمش لي طىْٛ ًحص فخثيس ػٍٝ ٚؿٗ 

.حٌوظٛص ِغ حألؽفخي ًٚٞ حإلكظ١خؿخص حٌظؼ١ّ١ٍش حٌوخطش  

1نشاط   

مش ٌّٔظَ ر١ٓ فٟ حٌفظً حٌيٍحٟٓ. ٚاؽٍذ ِٓ حألؽفخي طي٠ٚٓ ِالكظخص ػٓ ليٍس ٍٚحْ حػَع ؿِءحً ِٓ كٍ

 حطى١ْٕٔٛ ػٍٝ حٌظؼز١َػٓ ٔٛح٠خٖ ٚ ِشخػَٖ رظؼز١َحص حٌٛؿٗ رّٔخػيس ل١ٍٍش ِٓ رخلٟ ٌغش ؿٔيٖ

2نشاط  

 اؽٍذ ِٓ حألؽفخي حٌظؼز١َ رٛؿُٛ٘ٙ ػٓ ِـّٛػش ِٓ حٌّشخػَ وخٌوٛف ٚحٌغؼذ ٚحٌلِْ ٚحٌٔؼخىس ٚحٌغ١َس

ٚحٌٍَٔٚ ٚػ١ٍُٙ حْ ٠ؤهٌٚح حٌٛلض حٌىخفٟ ٌٍظيٍد ػٍٝ وً طؼز١َ لزً حإلٔظمخي اٌٝ حٌظؼز١َ حٌٌٞ ١ٍ٠ٗ . ٠ّٚىُٕٙ 

.ِشخ٘يس طؼز١َحطُٙ فٟ حٌَّآس  
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اؽٍذ ِٓ حألؽفخي حٌظيٍد ػٍٝ ا٠ظخي حٌَٓخٌش حٌظل١لش رخٓظويحَ حٌٛؿٗ رط٠َمش ِٕخٓزش  حِخَ حٌَّآس فٟ حٌِّٕي 

.َ ليٍس ػٍٝ حٌظؼز١َ ػٕيِخ ٠ظليػْٛ ػٓ ِشخػَُ٘ ِغ ح٢ه٠ٚٓ٠َلخٌْٚٛ أْ ٠ىٛٔٛح أوؼ   

3نشاط   

ارظىَ ٌؼزش ٠ؼزَ ف١ٙخ أكي حٌّظطٛػ١ٓ ػٓ شؼٍٛ ِخ  حٚطٍظٗ ٌٗ ر٠َٔش رؤٓظويحَ ػؼالص حٌٛؿٗ ىْٚ حٌٍـٛء اٌٝ 

حٌظليع . ٚػٍٝ حألؽفخي حأله٠َٓ طو١ّٓ ِخ٘ٛ ٌ٘ح حٌشؼٍٛ. ٚاًح وخْ حألؽفخي ٠لظخؿْٛ اٌٝ ح٠ٌِّي ِٓ 

ّٔخػيس اوظذ ِـّٛػش ِٓ حٌـًّ ػٍٝ حٌٍٛكش ٚاؽٍذ ِٓ حٌظال١ٌِ طو١ّٓ أٞ حٌـًّ طظف  ِخ حٌٌٞ كيع حٌ

.ٌٍّظطٛع  

:ٚ طشًّ حإللظَحكخص ػٍٝ حألطٟ  

.ٌمي كظٍض ػٍٝ حٌٙي٠ش حٌظٟ وٕض ط٠َي٘خ ىِٚخً ) حٌشؼٍٛ رخٌٔؼخىس : اطٔخع حٌؼ١ٕ١ٓ ٚفظق حٌفُ ٚحإلرظٔخَ رخٍط١خف(  

ػوّخً )حٌشؼٍٛ رخٌوٛف : حٌظلي٠ك رخٌؼ١ٕ١ٓ ٚ فظق حٌفُ ل١ٍالً ِٚؾ حٌشفخٖ  ٚطٛطَ ٌمي ٍأ٠ض ٌٍظٛ ػٕىزٛطخ  

.ػؼالص حٌٛؿٗ(  

ٌمي أهزَٚن ٌٍظٛ رؤْ ك١ٛحٔه حال١ٌف ِخص ) حٌشؼٍٛ رخٌلِْ : ح٢ٓٝ ٚ حٌـفْٛ طَِش رزؾء ٚطزمٝ ِغٍمش أوؼَ  

.ِٓ حٌّؼظخى ٚ ِؾ حٌشفظ١ٓ ٚ طٙيي ػؼالص حٌٛؿٗ(  

ض حٌٌٞ حٔض ِؼـذ رٗ ػ١ٍٗ لخىِخً ا١ٌه ) حإلكَحؽ حٚ حٌوـً ( : حٌٕظَ ربٓظَّحٍ اٌٝ حٌزٕ \ٌمي ٍأ٠ض حٌٌٛي  

.حألٍع ٚ حٌؼغ ػٍٝ حٌشفخٖ ٚ ١ًِ حٌَأّ اٌٝ ؿٙش ٚحكيس ٍغزشً فٟ اهفخء حٌٛؿٗ  

 نغت انجسذ

 ٕ٘خن ػالع طفخص ٠ّىٓ حٌىشف ػٕٙخ ِٓ هالي ٌغش حٌـٔي ٚحإل٠ّخءحص ٚحإلشخٍحص حٌـٔي٠ش حٌٍٔز١ش ٚحٌؼيٚح١ٔش

 ٚحالٌلخف

حٌٍٔز١ش حٚ حٌظَىى طظَٙ ِٓ هالي طّظّش حٚ طٍؼؼُ ٚحٌظىخًٓ حٚحٌظَحهٟ ٚحٌٕظَ حٌٝ حالٍع ٚلؼُ حالظخفَ ٚؽٟ 

حٌٌٍحع رط٠َمش ٚلخث١ش ٚكٕٟ حٌـُٔ ٚػُ حالٍؿً حٌٝ رؼؼٙخ حٌزؼغ كظٝ ٠ظُ طظغ١َ حٌل١ِ حٌٌٞ ٠ؤهٌٖ 

حٌظٟ ٠مفٙخ ِٓ ٘ٛ ٚحػك ِٓ ٔفٔٗ . ٚفٟ  حٌـُٔ ٚوٌٌه حٌٛلٛف رؼ١يحً ػٓ حالشوخص رط٠َمش ِوظٍفش ػٓ طٍه

.حٌغخٌذ حألؽفخي ح٠ٌٌٓ ٌُٙ ٌغٙش ؿٔي٠ش ٍٓز١ش ُ٘ حألوؼَ ػَػش حٌٝ حإل٠ٌحء ٚحالكظ١خي  

حٌؼيٚح١ٔش طظَٙ ِٓ هالي حٌظَحم ٚ حٓظويحَ حٌٔو٠َش ٚوٌٌه ٌغش حالطٙخَ . ٚحٌشؼٍٛ رخٌظٛطَ ٚحٌٛلٛف رشىً 

ىً غ١َ ِٕمطغ رشوض ِخ ٚحٌٛلٛف لخرؼخً وف١ٗ رشىً لٛٞ ػيحثٟ  ٚحٓظويحَ ؽٌٛٗ ٌٍظو٠ٛف حٚ حٌظلي٠ك رش

ٚح٠ؼخً ؽٟ حٌٌٍحػ١ٓ حٚ ٚػغ ح١ٌي٠ٓ ػٍٝ حٌّئهَس ِغ فظق حٌمي١ِٓ ٚحرؼخىّ٘خ ػٓ رؼؼّٙخ حٌزؼغ. حٌٛلٛف 

رخٌمَد ِٓ شوض ِظؼّيحً ػيَ طَن ِٔخكش وخف١ش ٌٗ ٌٍٛلٛف رشىً ٠َِق حٚ حالٔلٕخء ٌألِخَ رّخ ٠ٛكٟ 

ٓ ٠ظَْٙٚ ٍٓٛوخً ػيحث١خً لي ٠ىٛٔٛح ِٕؼ١ٌِٓ ٚلي ٠ـيٚح حْ حأله٠َٓ ٠ظـٕزُٛٔٙ ٠ٚظفخىْٚ رخٌظٙي٠ي.ٚحألؽفخي ح٠ٌٌ

.حٌيهٛي ِؼُٙ فٟ طيحلخص  

حإلٌلخف حٚحالطَحٍ ٠ظَٙ ِٓ هالي حٌظليع رٛػٛف ٚػزخص ٚرٍٙـش طظؼ١ي٠ش ) ريْٚ ٔغّش حكخى٠ش ( ٚحإلػظّخى 

حٌٕظَ رؼ١يحً فٟ رؼغ حألك١خْ  ٚطَن حألًٍع ػٍٝ حٌٛلٛف ٍأ١ٓخً ِغ طؼّي حٌٕظَ ٚؿٙخً ٌٛؿٗ ِغ حأله٠َٓ ٚ

ؿخٔزخً ٚحٌّزخػيس ر١ٓ حألٍؿً ل١ٍالً ٚأه١َحً ح١ًٌّ حٌٝ حألِخَ ػٕي حٌظليع ِغ شوض آهَ إلظٙخٍ حإل٘ظّخَ 

رّٛػٛع حٌلي٠غ ِغ حٌٛلٛف ػٍٝ ِٔخفش ٠َِلش ِٓ حٌشوض حألهَ. ٚحألؽفخي ح٠ٌٌٓ ٠ظَْٙٚ حالطَحٍ رٍغش 
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ٍٛن ل١خىٞ حوؼَ ِٓ ح٢ه٠َٓ ٚطىْٛ حٍحثُٙ ِلً طمي٠َ ٠ٚىْٛٔٛ حلً ػَػش ؿٔيُ٘ ١ّ٠ٍْٛ حٌٝ حٌظّظغ رٔ

.ٌٍظؼَع ٌٍٔٛن حٌظَّٕ أٚ أْ ٠شه فٟ وُٛٔٙ ِظ٠َّٕٓ  

 

 

:ٔخلش حألٓجٍش حٌظخ١ٌش ِغ طال١ٌِ حٌفظً حٌيٍحٟٓ  

ٍق( ػٓ حّٔخؽ ِؼ١ٕش ِٓ حٌٍٔٛن- ُِ ِخ حٌٌٞ طؼَفٗ ػٓ وً ّٔؾ؟ و١ف ٠زيٚ  ،طؼزَ حٌىٍّخص )ٍٓزٟ ٚ ػيٚحٟٔ ٚ 

.و١ف ٠زيٚ حألشوخص حٌؼيٚح١١ٔٓ ؟ ٚو١ف ٠زيٚ حألشوخص شي٠يٞ حالٌلخف؟  ؟حألشوخص حٌٍٔز١١ٓ  

ػٕيِخ ٠ظظَف شوض ِخ رؼمش فخٔٗ ٠ؼطٟ شؼٍٛ رخٌؼمش ٌّٓ كٌٛٗ رغغ حٌٕظَ ػٓ وْٛ ٌ٘ح حالكٔخّ طل١ق -

ٖ حٌشوظ١ش ٌ٘ح ١ٓئىٞ كظّخً حٌٝ ٠ُخىس ػمظٗ رٕفٔٗ . ٚػٕي طغ١١َ ٚؿٙش ٔظَ حٌٕخّ حٌٝ حاللظٕخع رٛؿٙش ٔظَ

ٍق ) حٌٕظَ ي  و١ف طلذ حْ ٠َحن حٌٕخّ؟ ٔخلش ِخ ٠ظَطذ ػٍٝ حػظزخٍن ٍٓزٟ ،ٚرشىً ػخَ  ُِ ٚ ػيٚحٟٔ ٚ 

(. 19ص  

 نشاط

:اؽٍذ ِٓ حألؽفخي حْ ٠ظَٙٚح ِخ ٘ٛ حٌٛػغ حٌٌٞ طُمَٖ فٟ حٌّٛحلف حألط١ش  

َ ٠ٔظلك )حظٙخٍ ل١ٍالً ِٓ حٌوـً ٚحٌٕيَ ٘ٛ حالفؼً حَ  حطوخً ِٛلف حٔض فٟ ِشىٍش كم١م١ش ِغ ِؼٍّه ٚحألِ-

حٌـَأس ٚحٌؼيٚح١ٔش ٠ّىٓ حْ ٠ٔزذ ِشخوً حوؼَ ٚوٌٌه ِٛلف حٌؼمش رخٌٕفْ فٟ ٌ٘ح حٌّٛلف لي ٠ٟٔء حٌّؼٍُ 

.طف١َٔ٘خ حٌٝ حٌغٍَٚ(  

طظؼَع ٌَٔلش حٚ  حٔض طلظخؽ حٌٝ حْ طظَٙ ػمش رٕفٔه كظٝ الحٌوخٍؽ ٌٍظٔٛق فٟ ِي٠ٕش وز١َس ) حٔض فٟ- 

(.ىفؼه ٌفؼً شٟء  

 . طلظخؽ حْ ٠ظَٙ ػ١ٍه حٌشؼٍٛ رخال٘خٔش ٚحٌغؼذ الظٙخٍ حٔه  )حٔضحطّٙه شوض ِخ ظٍّخً رفؼً شٟء ٟٓء -

 طؼَػض ٌٍظٍُ(

ٚوٌٌه ِشخ٘يس حٌّّؼ١ٍٓ فٟ  –حؽٍذ ِٓ حٌظال١ٌِ حْ ٠ّخٍٓٛح لَحءس ٌغٗ ؿٔي حالشوخص ؿ١يحً ػٕي حٌظليع ِؼُٙ 

.ٚوٌٌه ِطخرمش ٌغش حؿٔخىُ٘ رخٌَٓخٌش حٌظٟ ٠ٛىْٚ طٛط١ٍٙخ حالفالَ ٚحٌظ١ٍف٠ِْٛ  

 

 انتىاصم انبصري

 طٌٔظويَ حٌؼ١ْٛ فٟ حٌظٛحطً وخ٢طٟ:

 طلي٠ي أٞ حالشوخص ط٠َي حٌظليع ِؼٗ 

 حػفخء طؤو١ي ػٍٝ ِخ طمٌٛٗ ٌىٟ ٠ئهٌ ػٍٝ ِلًّ حٌـي 

 حظٙخٍ حٔه كمخُ طؼٕٟ ِخ طمٛي ػٕيِخ طَفغ 

ٍُ ػٍٝ ٍإ٠ش   ػيَ حٔظخص حٌشوض ح٢هَ ٌهحظٙخٍ حٔه لخى  

ِّخ ٠ـؼٍٗ ٠ؼيي ٍٓٛوٗ -أٚ ػٍٝ ٚشه حْ ٠فؼً  -ٍإ٠ش ِخًح ٠فؼً حٌشوض حالهَ    

ٚأظٙخٍ أٔه ؿي٠َ رخٌؼمش ٚحٔه حوؼَ ِظيحل١ش ػٕي حٔىخٍن ٌَٔلش شٟء ِخ رخٌلفخظ ػٍٝ حٌظٛحطً حٌزظَٞ  

ٚحشخكش حٌٕظَحص طٛكٟ رخٌٌٔذ  –  
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حٌزظَٞ ٚرظـخً٘ حٌشوض حالهَ فؼالً حظٙخٍػيَ حٌظمزً رخٌظٛلف ػٓ حٌظٛحطً    

 حظٙخٍ ػيَ حػـخره رٕظَس شوض ِخ ٌه رظىَحٍ ٔظَحطه رؼ١يحً حًح وخْ فٟ ٌ٘ح حٌشوض شت ِخ ال طلزٗ 

حظٙخٍ شيس حٔـٌحره ٌشوض ِخ فّٓ حٌّلظًّ ؿيحً حْ طزمٟ  ػٍٝ حٌظٛحطً حٌزظَٞ ِغ فٛحطً ل١ٍٍشٚلظ١َس 

 حالِي

َٙ لٍش ِٙخٍحص حٌطفً حالؿظّخػ١ش. ِٚٓ حٌٕخىٍأْ طىْٛ ِمخرٍش طلي٠ك ٠ٚؼٕٟ حٌظلي٠ك حٌّٔظَّ حٌؼيٚح١ٔش ٠ٚظ

شوض ِخ ِٓ هظخثض حٌَٚف حٌٍٔز١ش حٚ حٌطفً حٌوخثف حٚحٌّظٛطَ. ٚلي ٠ىْٛ ًٌه طمٍزخً وؤْ حٌطفً ٠َ٠ي حْ 

ٚ ٠وفٟ ش١جخً ِخ. ٚػٕيِخ ٠ظمخرً حالؽفخي ٚؿٙخً ٌٛؿٗ فؤْ ٔظَحطُٙ غخٌزخ ِخ طظٛلف فؼالُ طظَحٚف ر١ٓ ػخ١ٔش 

 ػخ١ٔظ١ٓ.  حِخ حًح وخْ حٌطفً ٠فىَ رؼّك حٚ ٠ٔظلؼَ شٟء ِخ ٌٌٕ٘ٗ فمي طظٛلف حٌٕظَس فظَس ؽ٠ٍٛش.

حٔؼيحَ حٌظٛحطً حٌزظَٞ ػخِشً لي ٠ؼٕٟ حْ حٌطفً ٠ؼخٟٔ حالوظجخد فؤْ وخْ ؽفً ِٓ حؽفخي حٌفظً ٔخىٍحً ِخ ٠ٕظَ 

ّخ ٠لظخؽ ٌ٘ح حٌطفً ٠لظخؽ حٌٝ ِٔخػيس.ح١ٌه حٚ ٠ظٛحطً رظ٠َخً فخػظزَ ًٌه حكظّخال حْ حٌطفً ِىظجذ . ٚ ٍر  

ٔخلش ِغ طال١ٌِن ح١ّ٘ش حٌظٛحطً حٌزظَٞ ٚحال٘يحف حٌظٟ ٠ويِٙخ ٚحٌَٓخثً حٌّوظٍفش حٌظٟ ٠ّىٓ حْ طظً ِٓ 

.هالٌٗ. ٚحؽٍذ ِٓ حٌظال١ٌِ حْ ٠ظفٛح رؼغ حٌّٛحلف حٌظٟ طشَف ح١ّ٘ش حٌظٛحطً حٌزظَٞ  

:حلظَحكخص   

 . رخٌغ حال١ّ٘ش ٠َ٠ٚي حْ ٠ظؤوي ِٓ حْ ؿ١ّغ حٌطالد ِٕظز١ٙٓ ػٕيِخ ٠َ٠ي حٌّؼٍُ حْ ٠مٛي ش١جخ   -  

.٠ٕخىْٚ حّٓٗ ٚ ٠ٕظَْٚ حٌٝ ػ١ٕ١ٗ ١ٌظؤويٚح حٔٗ ٠ٕظزٗ ح١ٌُٙ –ػٕيِخ ٠َ٠يْٚ حْ ٠ٔؤٌٛح شوظخً ِخ ٓئحي -  

 . ػ١ٍُٙ حٌمٛي َِكزخ ٚفٟ حٌٛلض ٔفٔٗ حْ ٠ٕظَٚح حٌٝ ػ١ٕ١ٗ –ػٕي طل١ش شوض ِخ -  

 . ٠مٌْٛٛ حٌلم١مشػٕي حٌظؤو١ي ٌشوض ِخ رؤُٔٙ -  

 

 نشاط

٠ّىٓ ألػ١ُٕٙ حْ طز١ٓ ِشخػَُ٘ , فؼٕيِخ ال ٠ؼـذ حالؽفخي  ،حشَف حٔٗ ػٕيِخ ٠ظَْٙٚ ألكي ِخ حُٔٙ ِٕظظ١ٓ ٌٗ 

.رشوض ِخ حٚ كظٝ ٠ىَ٘ٛٔٗ ٠ظَٙ ًٌه فٟ حػ١ُٕٙ  

حٌلِْ حؽٍذ ِٓ حالؽفخي حْ ٠ٔظويِٛح حػ١ُٕٙ ٚحٌؼؼالص كٛي حٌؼ١ٓ فمؾ ١ٌظَٙٚح ِشخػَ حٌغؼذ ٚ حٌىَٖ ٚ 

ٚحٌلذ فمؾ رلَوش ر١ٔطش فٟ حٌؼؼالص ِخ كٛي حٌؼ١ٕ١ٓ ٠ّىٓ حْ طزٍغ ػٓ ِخ ٠شؼَ رٗ حٌشوض. ٚحًح كَن 

 حالؽفخي رخلٟ ػؼالص حٌٛؿٗ الظٙخٍ ِشخػَُ٘ فخْ طٍه حٌّشخػَ ٓظظَٙ رٛػٛف.

 استخذاو ادواث االتصال

٠ـي حالؽفخي طؼٛرش فٟ طٛط١ً ٌٖ٘  رخٌَغُ ِٓ أْ ػٕخطَ حالطظخي حٌّوظٍفش ٠ّىٓ حْ ٠ٕظَ ح١ٌٙخ رخٌظفخط١ً فمي

 حٌؼٕخطَ رزؼؼٙخ ٚحٌّشخٍوش فٟ طّؼ١ً حالىٚحٍ ٠ّىٓ حْ ٠ٔخػيُ٘ ػٍٝ طم٠ٛش ػٍُّٙ.

فٟ وً ِوطؾ حىٚحٍشَكٕخٖ فٟ حٌظفلش حٌظخ١ٌش حؽٍذ ِٓ حالؽفخي حٌظفى١َفٟ ِشخػَُ٘ فٟ ٌ٘ح حٌّٛلف ٚحْ 

حٌظؼز١َ ػٓ ٌٖ٘ حٌىٍّخص ٚو١ف ١ٓىْٛ شىً ٠وظخٍٚح وٍّخص طظَٙ ًٌه ٚحْ ٠ؤهٌٚح فٟ حالػظزخٍ و١ف١ش 

ٚؿُٛ٘ٙ ٚحْ وخٔٛح ١ٓظٛحطٍْٛ رؤػ١ُٕٙ ٚوٌٌه و١ف ٓظىْٛ كَوش حؿٔخُِٙ ٌظيػُ ِخ ٠مٌْٛٛ ٚو١ف ٠شؼَْٚ 

.رٗ  
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ٌيٜ رؼغ حٌٕخّ رَحػش فٟ حٍٓخي ٍٓخثً هخؽجش ػٓ لظي ِٓ هالي ٌغش حؿٔخىُ٘ ١ٌويع حٌٕخّ حٚ ٠ٛلغ حكيحً فٟ 

١ٓ ػٍٝ ِالكظش حٌظغ١١َحص حٌطف١فش فٟ ؽ٠َمش ٔظَ شوض ِخ حٚ كَوظٗ ِشىٍش . ٚرؼغ حالشوخص ِيٍر

١ٌٍظمؾ ِؼٍِٛخص ػٓ حٌشوض حوؼَ ِّخ ٠يٍن حٔٗ ٠ؼطٟ. ٠ٔظويَ ػٍّخء حٌٕفْ ٌٖ٘ حٌط٠َمش ١ٌىظشفٛح ػٓ 

كم١مش طفى١َ ِٚشخػَ َِػخُ٘ ١ٌٔظط١ؼٛح فُّٙٙ فّٙخ حفؼً ١ٌٔخُ٘ فٟ ػالؿُٙ. ٚوٌٌه حٌشَؽش طظزغ ٌ٘ح 

ف ِٓ ٠ىٌد. ٌٚغش حٌـٔي حٌظٟ طىشف ػٓ حٌىٌد طشًّ حكَّحٍ حٌوي٠ٓ ٚ حٌظؼَق ٚ طـٕذ حالٍٓٛد ٌظىش

.حٌظٛحطً حٌزظَٞ ٚ حٌظٛطَ ِٚؼغ حٌشفخٖ ٚكه حالٔف حٚفَن حٌفه  

9 نشاط  

أؽٍذ حػ١ٕٓ ٌٍظطٛع أ ٚ د . ٚأػؾ وً ِّٕٙخ لطؼش ٍٚق ٠ٛؿي ف١ٙخ  ٔض ِٓ ِوطؾ حىٚحٍ ٌظّؼ١ٍٗ ٠ٚـذ ػٍٝ 

َ د  .و١ف ١ٓؼَفْٛ ًٌه؟ ً٘ ٠ّىٓ  حْ ٠لٔٓ  د حىحء ٌغش ؿٔيٖ ١ًٌَٓ ٍٓخٌش رخلٟ حٌفظً طو١ّٓ ِشخػ

.ٚحػلش؟ ٠ّىٓ حػخىس طّؼ١ً حالىٚحٍ ١ٌشًّ ؿ١ّغ حلظَحكخص حٌفظً ٚحٓظويَ ِظطٛع ؿي٠ي فٟ وً َِس  

:حاللظَحكخص طشًّ  

 أ : ٘خ ٟ٘ ٘ي٠ش ٌه

 د : ٌ٘ح كمخ ِخ وٕض ح٠ٍي " شؼٍٛ رخٌٍَٔٚ"

ف ال ٠ّىٕٕٟ ح ٌلؼٍٛ ٌلفٍظهأ : حٔخ حٓ   

 د : حٖٚ ال ٌ٘ح ِلِْ " شؼٍٛ رو١زش حًِ"

 أ: ٌمي ٍأ٠ظه طؤهٌ ِخالً ِٓ كم١زظٟ

 د: حٔخ حٓف " حٌشؼٍٛ رخٌوِٞ"

 أ: ٌ٘ح ٘ٛ ِخ وٕض حػظميٖ ف١ّخ ٠ظؼٍك رخٌٍؼزش حٌـي٠يس ىحهً حٌمَص حٌّيِؾ

 د: ٌّخًح طفؼً ًٌه؟ " حٌشؼٍٛ رخٌغؼذ"

ٌلخىع ٚطُ ٔمٍٗ ٌٍّٔظشفٝأ: ٌمي ّٓؼض ح٢ْ حْ طي٠مه حٌّمَد طؼَع   

 د: حٖٚ ال "حٌشؼٍٛ رخٌمٍك"

 أ: لطش حٌَّر١ش لي ِخطض

 د: ٠خٌٙخ ِٓ َِر١ش ِٔى١ٕش ٚ لطش ِٔى١ٕش " حٌشؼٍٛ رخٌلِْ"

 أ: ٌمي فِص رخٌّٔخرمش

 د: ٌ٘ح ٍحثغ " حٌشؼٍٛ رخٌٔؼخىس"

ٔخ ٚ أَٓطٟ ٠َٛ حٌٔزض حٌٝ حٌلي٠مش حٌظٟ طليػٕخ ػٕٙخ ؟أْ طؤطٟ ِؼٕخ أأ: ً٘ ٠ّىٓ   

 د: ً٘ ٠ّىٕٕٟ ًٌه ؟ " حٌشؼٍٛ رخٌلّخّ"

 أ: ً٘ ٌي٠ه حِظلخْ ٌ٘ح حٌظزخف؟

 د: ٔغ ٔؼغ ٔؼؼُ " حٌشؼٍٛ رخٌوٛف"

ح٢ْوْٛ طي٠مه رؼي أْ أ٠ٍي أأ: ال   

ٌُ"ألد: ٌُ ال "حٌشؼٍٛ رخ  

2نشاط   
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ْ ٠ؼَفٛح؟أؽفخي ؽٍذ ِظطٛػ١ٓ ٚكًؼَ ُؿًّ ٌٍفظً ػُ أٓخي ً٘ ُ٘ ٠مٌْٛٛ حٌلم١مش؟ ٚو١ف ٠ّىٓ ٌألح  
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Chapter 3: Commentary 

 

 

The previous chapter has introduced the ST and the TT. This chapter 

presents the translation commentary of two selected chapters into Arabic taking 

into consideration the specifics of the Arabic language and Arab culture. 

Generally, translation is not a smooth straightforward task that can be easily 

carried out between different languages. Translation is rarely performed without 

translators facing difficulties at different levels of language and culture. 

Establishing equivalence between a source text and target text remains is the goal 

of any translation process. 

3.1. Methodology: 

 Undoubtedly, translators are liable to make different kinds of errors 

especially if they are not fully aware of how to overcome such errors. One of the 

wide areas in which the translator may face such problems in the translation of 

educational psychology discourse such as the book examined in this thesis is 

awareness of and how to use different methods that serve different translational 

purposes even before starting the translation. 

For the purpose of this commentary and as stated in the introduction 

chapter, the following translation categories are analyzed.  

1. Cultural References 

2. Domestications 

3. Terminology 

4. Equivalence 

5. Collocation, Idioms, Fixed Expressions 

6. Addition and Omission 

7. Markedness 

The reason these categories are chosen is because they collectively 

represent the issues that most affect the translation of the discourse of child 

educational psychology. The commentary explains the rendering of child 

educational psychology issues from English into Arabic in terms of adequate 
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vocabulary, grammar and culture. Specifically, the commentary isolates translation 

examples and presents justifications for the choice made.  In all, the translation 

process is guided by two aspects: The purpose of translation and the text type. The 

aim is to avoid serious translation loss.  

3.2. Cultural References: 

The debate about culture has been long one. Culture is a system of thoughts 

and ideas that determines the way of understanding lifestyle or the way to wear 

clothes, eating, sleeping, etc. In other words, how a group of people behave. 

Culture distinguishes between communities and gives each its distinctive character 

causing hence differences between the many communities on planet Earth.  

Until the birth of anthropology, culture referred exclusively to the humanist 

ideal of what was considered „civilized‟, referring thus to developed societies with 

the exclusion of others.  So culture collectively refers to the way of life of a people, 

and with developments in disciplines such as cultural studies, a there have also 

been attempts to identify political or ideological reasons for specific cultural 

behaviour (see Katan 1999/2004, p. 29). Hence, depending on the definition 

adopted, culture may be “formally learnt, unconsciously shared, or be a site of 

conflict” (as cited in Katan, 2009, p. 70).Bassnett (1980, p. 23) indicates the 

relationship between language and culture as follows:  

Language is the heart within the body of culture, and it is the interaction between 

the two that results in the continuation of life-energy. In the same way that the 

surgeon, operating on the heart, cannot neglect the body that surrounds it, so the 

translator treats the text in isolation from the culture at his peril.  

According to Newmark (1988, p. 95) cultural references consist of: 

 

1. Ecological references, such as geographical features, animals, etc. 

2. Material culture, such as food, clothes equipment, equipment, etc. 

3. Social culture, such as leisure, professions, etc. 

4. Social organization, like political, religious customs, institutions, 

procedures gatherings, etc. 

5. Gestures and habits, such as spitting, facial expressions, etc. 
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Furthermore, Newmark (1988, pp. 81-91, cited in Al-Rousan, 2012, p. 53) 

proposes strategies for how to deal with cultural references through translation. In 

total, Newmark proposes 7 main strategies as follows: 

1) Transference: The source cultural reference (SCR) is borrowed into the 

target language (TL). In the case of Arabic, this involves a process of 

transliteration, for example “internet "is simply transliterated as أظَٔض. 

2) Naturalization: The SCR is adapted according to the morphology of the 

TL, and is introduced to the TL as a neologism. For example, “aristocratic” 

becomes ٟأٍٓظمَحؽ.  

3) Through translation: This can be referred to as calque. For example, 

“naked truth” translates into Arabic as حٌلم١مش حٌؼخ٠ٍش.  

4) Neutralization: The SCR is translated in an explanatory manner by either 

describing its features or explaining its purpose. For example, “veal” translates into 

 .ٌلُ ػـً

5) Additional information: The SCR can be paraphrased or transferred then 

supplemented by a footnote, a note or a gloss. 

6) Deletion:  If the SCR is not important to the TT, especially if it is 

redundant, then deleting it is a viable strategy. 

7) Accepted standard translation (recognized translation): The SCR is 

replaced with a standard translation in the TL. For example, “International 

Monetary Fund” translates into Arabic as ٌٟٚطٕيٚق حٌٕمي حٌي. 

Now, in what follows examples of cultural references from our chosen book and 

procedures for translating them are explained. 
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1- ST  TT 

 

Children should be: physically healthy, 

mentally and emotionally healthy and 

sexually healthy. Children should have 

healthy lifestyles and choose not to 

.illegal drugstake  

 

٠ٕزغٟ أْ ٠ىْٛ حألؽفخي أطلخء ري١ٔخً ٚأطلخء ػم١ٍخً 

أْ ٠ظزؼٛح  ٚأطلخء ػخؽف١خً ٚأطلخء ؿ١ٕٔخً ٠ٚـذ

حٍٓٛد طلٟ ِؼ١ٓ ٚحْ ٠وظخٍٚح أْ ال ٠ظؼخؽٛح 

 حٌؼمخل١َ غ١َ حٌمخ١ٔٛٔش.

 

Here, I opted to translate “illegal drugs “as “ػمخل١َ غ١َ حٌمخ١ٔٛٔش”because it‟s 

matching with the meaning of the concepts and seems similar as the ST.Also, it is 

worth pointing out here that the adjective "َغ١" is not defined by"   حٌف ٚالَ حٌظؼ٠َف

 but it is  defined by the "construct" that "حٌغ١َ" as it is unacceptable to say "حٌؼَر١ش

follows it, as in the Aya of the opening Sura of the Holy Quran "ُٙغ١َ حٌّغؼٛد ػ١ٍ" 

 

 

2- ST 

 

TT 

 

Some material in this book is clearly 

only intended for secondary use, such 

 drugsas the references to pregnancy, 

and alcohol. 

 

أْ ؿِءحً ِٓ ِخىس ٌ٘ح حٌىظخد ِٛؿٗ كظَحً 

ٌٍَّكٍش حٌؼخ٠ٛٔش ِؼً حالشخٍس حٌٝ حٌلًّ 

 ٚحٌّويٍحص ٚحٌىلٛي

 

 

Drugs: was translated as“حٌّويٍحص”, which is more effective on the target 

readers than “حٌؼمخل١َ حٌّويٍس”. This word is slightly unacceptable in this context as it 

is an educational text book, where the subjects (children) should be taken into 

account. However, we need to draw the attention of the child so as to be aware of 

the actual references of the term “حٌّويٍحص”and not any other terms that may 

provide a vague and weak meaning through translation. 
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3- ST 

 

TT 

 

The volume of speech is varied depending 

or  church(a  on where the speaker is

school playground), the circumstances 

of the meeting(a celebration or a 

.)funeral 

 

ٚطوظٍفيٍؿش اٍطفخع طٛص حٌّظليع اًح وخْ 

أٚ ٓخكش ِيٍٓش رٕخءحً ػٍٝ  ىحٍػزخىس ٠ظليع فٟ

 .(حٌّؤطُ ظَٚف حٌٍمخء )حالكظفخي ٠وظٍف ػٓ

 

 

Church is translated here as “ىحٍ ػزخىس”, to make the Arabic version more general 

andto stay away from the focus on a certain sect or a particular religion.  

Funeral is translated as “ُحٌّؤط“for the following two reasons: 

 According to Almaany Online Dictionary, the meaning of the  

word “  ُِؤط“ is different from the word “ؿٕخُس “ as following:  

ْٛ رٗ .  ُّّ س حٌشُٟء ٠ؼمً ػٍٝ لَٛ ف١غظ  ُ ٕ خ ـ  ١ِّؼْٛ ٚ حٌ  حٌـٕخُس ػزخٍس ػٓ : حٌَّٕؼُش ٚح١ٌُِّّض ٚحٌّش 

. ُِ ٕخث  ٕخُطٗ : ِخص . ٚحٌـّغ : ؿ  ٓ  فٟ ؿ  َ د كظَّٝ طَُن ؿٕخُسً . ٚؽُؼ   ٠ٚمخي : ُػ

ُُ : حٌـّخػش ِٓ  ؤط   ّ آطُ  . ٘ٛ حٌ  ِ ٍ ذ  حٓظؼّخٌٗ فٟ حألكِحْ . ٚحٌـّغ :  ْ أٚ  فَف ، ٚغ  ِْ حٌٕخّ فٟ ُك

 حؿظّخع حٌٕخّ ٌٍظؼ٠ِش ر١ّض.

 

 According to the material of the book and the concept,  it is 

preferable to translate the word” funeral”  as  “ُِؤط “ to be produce  a softer 

effect on the recipient, and to be more gentle in the Arabic version. 

3.3. Collocations, Idioms and Fixed Expressions: 

  According to Baker (1992, p. 46): “Words are not strung together at random in 

any language; there are always restrictions on the way they can be combined to 

convey meaning". Baker stresses here the point that there are many difficulties and 

constraints faced by the translator during the merging of words with each other in 

order to show the meaning of the concept within a particular context. Furthermore, 

Baker (1992, p. 14) defines collocations as „semantically arbitrary restrictions which 

do not follow logically from the propositional meaning of a word‟. She added that we 
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should look at collocations in terms of the tendency of certain words to co-occur 

regularly in a given language. One of the most important issues to deal with 

concerning collocations, idioms and fixed expressions are the lexical patterning, and 

how words in on language do not exist in another language.  

  In the same vein, idioms and fixed expressions form difficult issues that face 

translators. Translating idioms is one of the most difficult tasks faced by translator. 

Newmark (1988, p. 58) defines an idioms “current and frequently used group of 

collocated words whose meaning is not clear from the common meanings of its 

constituent words.”The main problems that idiomatic and fixed expressions pose in 

translation are to “recognize and interpret an idiom correctly; and the difficulties 

involved in rendering the various aspects of meaning that an idiom or a fixed 

expression conveys into the target language "Baker (1992, p. 65). 

  The translator faces a serious problem that requires special attention when 

dealing with fixed items of language so as to avoid the false friends trap.  A false 

friend is defined in The Free Dictionary as “a word or expression in one language 

that, because it resembles one in another language, is often wrongly taken to have the 

same meaning, for example, the French agenda which means diary, not agenda”. 

  Despite the fact that the translator faces such problems, still the objective is to 

use good terminology, formulate sentences and follow the rules and grammars of the 

TL (Arabic Language in our case) and the appropriate collocations, and idioms. In 

what follows examples of collocations, idioms and fixed expressions as found in the 

translation are discussed.  

 

 

1- ST 

 

TT 

 

The speed of speech, when it is rushed, can 

, in a hurrytell listeners that the speaker is 

or excited or angry. 

 

طؼٕٟ َٓػش حٌىالَ ػٕي حٌَٙع  أْ حٌّظليع فٟ 

 ػـٍش ِٓ حَِٖ حٚ ِظلّْ حٚ غخػذ.
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Newmark (1988, p. 58) defines an idioms as "current and frequently used 

group of collocated words whose meaning is not clear from the common meanings 

of its constituent words". Any literal translation of an idiom would lead to an 

unacceptable TT. The idiom in this example is translated with the same meaning 

and form as the ST. The strategy used here is acceptable as it provides a very close 

meaning to that of literal translation. This kind of idioms is named transparent. So 

 .”gives the same effect of “in a hurry ”فٟ ػـٍش ِٓ أَِٖ“

 

2- ST 

 

TT 

 

are taken give emphasis to what you say so that you 

seriously 

 

حػفخء طؤو١ي ػٍٝ ِخ طمٌٛٗ ٌىٟ طؤهٌٖ 

 ػٍٝ ِلًّ حٌـي

 

 

The ST idiom reads “taken seriously” and the chosen Arabic translation is “ ٌٌٖىٟ طؤه

 which is appropriate for this transparent idiom and provides the ,”ػٍٝ ِلًّ حٌـي

same meaning of the ST.  

 

3- ST 

 

TT 

 

Oh, Is that the time? The person is in a hurry and 

sounds worried about being late. (Spoken quickly 

and breathlessly) 

 

حٌشوض -ػـزخً, ً٘ ٌ٘ح ٘ٛ حٌٛلض؟ 

ػـٍش ِٓ أَِٖ ٠ٚزيٚ ػ١ٍٗ فٟ 

 حٌمٍك ِٓ وٛٔٗ ِظؤهَحً 

 )ال٘ؼش) طمخي رَٔػش  

 

 

By considering “ال٘ؼش” an idiom for “breathlessly”, which is a transparent idiom, 

the meaning is similar between the ST and the TT. 

 

4- ST 

 

TT 

 

The emphasis of this book is on learning and using  ٠َوِ ٌ٘ح حٌىظخد ػٍٝ طؼٍُ حٌّٙخٍحص
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social and assertiveness skills, maximizing 

doubt,-and managing self personal potential 

 

حالؿظّخػ١ش ٚحٌلَِ ٚحٓظويحِٙخ 

٠ُٚخىس حٌميٍحص حٌشوظ١شٌظظً 

.حٌٝ أػٍٝ ِٔظٜٛ  

 

 

The term collocation is "an occurrence of one word in close proximity with 

another", Dickins, Hervey & Higgins (2002, p. 71).The translation of collocations 

involves the same strategies as those used in translating idioms, therefore and 

depending on the collocation and its context, “personal potential "is translated as 

 which provides a similar effect on the TT readers as that achieved ,حٌميٍحص حٌشوظ١ش

on the ST readers. 

 

5- ST 

 

TT 

 

Activities - which I would describe as 

non-passive tasks – include group or 

class discussions, creating lists or 

…telling anecdotessentences,  

 

أِخ حٌٕشخؽخص ٚحٌظٟ أطفٙخ رؤٔٙخ 

غ١َ ٍٓز١ش فظشًّ ِٕخلشخص ر١ٓ 

ِـّٛػش أٚ ٌٍفظً حٌيٍحٟٓ 

أٚحٔشخء لٛحثُ أٚ ؿًّ أٚ َٓى 

 حٌطَُحثف...

 

As in the previous example, “Telling anecdotes” is considered a collocation and is 

translated as “َٓى حٌطَحثف”, which is effective in maintaining the intended effect on 

the target readers. 

3.4. Domestication: 

Domestication is one of the most important strategies to use when there is a 

cultural gap between the ST and TT. Venuti (1995) defines domestication as 

translating in a transparent, fluent, „invisible‟ style in order to minimize the 

foreigness of the TT (cited in Munday, 2008). Here the translator tries to overcome 

the difficulty by domesticating the unacceptable term or structure in the ST into a 

familiar term or structure in the TT. 
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1- ST 

 

TT 

 

Some material in this book is 

clearly only intended for 

secondary use, such as the 

references to pregnancy, drugs 

.alcoholand  

أْ ؿِءحً ِٓ ِخىس ٌ٘ح حٌىظخد ِٛؿٗ كظَحً ٌٍَّكٍش 

حٌؼخ٠ٛٔش ِؼً حالشخٍس حٌٝ حٌلًّ ٚحٌّويٍحص 

 ٚحٌوَّ.

 

Alcohol: This term is originally an Arabic one, whereby “The al- in alcohol 

may alert some readers to the fact that this is a word of Arabic descent, as is the case 

with algebra and alkali” (The Free Dictionary, n.d). 

The translator has domesticated „alcohol‟ in the target culture to minimize the 

ST foreignness, also to make the concept clearer to the target readers and to warn 

children against it and other terms denoting bad substances.  

 

3.5. Terminology (technical terms): 

“Any specialist field has its own technical terms and its own genre-marking 

characteristics: a look at a hobbies magazine, a review of the rock scene, or the 

City pages and the sports section of the paper, is enough to confirm this” Dickins, 

Hervey & Higgins (2002, p. 184). 

In the case of the book used in this thesis, the field of educational psychology 

has its own technical terminology that needs to be carefully considered through 

translation. 

According to Dickins, Hervey & Higgins (2002, p. 185), there are two 

types of problems when dealing with technical terms: Lexical and conceptual.  

Lexical problems arise from the use of the following three types of ST terms: 

1-Technical terms, which are totally unfamiliar to the lay translator, are 

only used in technical contexts. 

2-Technical terms, which are familiar to the translator because they are also 

used in non-technical contexts, but which look as if they are being used in some 

technically specialized way in the ST. 
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3-Techninacl terms, which are familiar to the translator because they are 

also used in non-technical context, but which do not obviously look as if they are 

being used in some technically specialized way in the ST. 

Dickins, Hervey & Higgins (2002, p. 188) add that the conceptual problem 

in technical translation arises from ignorance of the underlying knowledge taken 

for granted by experts, but not understood by non- specialists and not explicit in 

the ST. 

 

 

The following examples of specialized terms indicate the lexical and 

conceptual problems in the field of general medical and psychiatry terminology. To 

translate these terms the translator needs to give the equivalent specialized terms to 

deliver the same effect as that of the ST: 

 

Diagnose It is a specialized technical term in the field of medicine that means 

knowing the disease and its symptoms. 

So I translated it as طشو١ض 

Autism This technical term has a fixed translation in the field of Medicine, which 

is حٌظٛكي 

Syndrome This technical term has a fixed translation in the field of Medicine, which 

is ِظالُِش   

Dizzy A specialized technical term in the field of medicine, which refers to 

someone that experiences a whirling sensation and a tendency to fall. 

So I translated as ٍ٠شؼَ رخٌيٚح 

Aggressive A specialized term in the field of psychology, which refers to: 

1. Characterized by aggression. 

2. Rapidly spreading and invasive, as a tumor. 

3. Characterized by or pertaining to intensive or vigorous treatment. 

So I translated as ػيٚحٟٔ   

 

 

http://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/aggression
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3.6. Equivalence: 

In the field of translation, many scholars consider equivalence as the core of 

translation. We can define equivalence as "one of the central issues in the theory of 

translation and yet on which linguists seem to have agreed to disagree" (Svejcer 1981, 

p. 321, as cited in Gutt 1991, p. 10).As discussed in chapter one, Nida(1964) proposes 

two types of equivalence, formal and dynamic. Furthermore, Dickins, Hervey & 

Higgins (2002, p. 19) state that equivalence is either descriptive or prescriptive. They 

indicate that equivalence “descriptively, denotes the relationship between ST features 

and TT features that are seen as directly corresponding to one another, regardless of 

the quality of the TT”. Prescriptively, equivalence denotes “the relationship between 

an SL expression and the canonic TL rendering of it as required”.  

According to such theories the most important issues that face translators relate 

to choosing the appropriate type of equivalence and that the lack of it leads to 

translation loss (Dickins, Hervey & Higgins, 2002). The translator‟s main job is “to 

reproduce the closest equivalent message of the original text in the target text so that 

the target text reader can understand the source message adequately; otherwise, 

translation as a kind of communication would end in failure” (Yinhua, 2011, p. 170). 

The following examples from our data examine equivalence and the translation: 

 

1- ST 

 

TT 

 

In the past, the acquisition of these skills has very 

up to chance.often been left  

 

ٚلي وخْ حٌلظٛي ػٍٝ ٌٖ٘ حٌّٙخٍحص فٟ 

 حٌّخػٟ ِظَٚوخً ٌٍظيفش.

 

 

This expression is used to describe how these skills are ignored and left with 

no attentions or focus. Therefore, the translator opted here for prescriptive 

equivalence. 
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2- ST 

 

TT 

 

The emphasis of this book is on learning 

and using social and assertiveness 

personal potential maximizing  skills,

and managing self-doubt, low self-

esteem and emotions that interfere with 

relationships and Life‟s progression. 

 

٠َوِ ٌ٘ح حٌىظخد ػٍٝ طؼٍُ حٌّٙخٍحص 

حالؿظّخػ١ش ٚحٌلَِ ٚحٓظويحِٙخ ٠ُٚخىس 

حٌميٍحص حٌشوظ١ش ٌظظً حٌٝ أػٍٝ 

ِٔظٜٛ ٚحٌظلىُ فٟ فميحْ حٌؼمش رخٌٕفْ 

ٚػؼف طمي٠َ حٌٌحص ٚحٌّشخػَ حٌظٟ 

.طظيحهً ِغ حٌؼاللخص ٚططٍٛ حٌل١خس  

 

 

The use of the term “maximizing” was translated as “ٌٜٛظظً حٌٝ حػٍٝ ِٔظ” 

which is used to describe the highest average of the educational reason of the book. 

The Arabic expression gives the same effect of the ST. 

3- ST 

 

TT 

 

Pauses in speech give weight to what was just said. 

 

ًٙ حٌظٛلف ػٓ حٌىالَ حػٕخء  ُِ طؼطٟ 

 حٌّلخىػش ػمالً حٌٝ ِخ طُ ًوَٖ لزٍٙخ.

 

 

The expression “َحٌظٛلف ػٓ حٌىال ًُِٙ ” is the appropriate prescriptive 

equivalent translation of “pauses in speech”. Likewise, the expression “gives 

weight to "is translated as “ٌٝطؼطٟ ػمالً ح”which means to add value to. The translator 

manages here to covey the same intended meaning as in the ST. 

3.7. Addition and omission: 

Dickins, Hervey & Higgins (2002, p. 24) state:  

Translation by addition is translation in which something is added to the TT 

which is not present in the ST. Like omission, addition is a common feature of 

Arabic/English translation and is therefore worth identifying. Examples of 

translation by addition frequently occur where either general considerations of 

English usage or specific contexts require something to be added. 
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Furthermore, Baker (1992, p.40) refers to deletion as "omission of a lexical 

item due to grammatical or semantic patterns of the receptor language".  

In general, the addition and omission strategies of translation are used for 

specific reasons, for example to maintain cohesion and coherence, explication, 

grammatical issues, and to avoid misunderstandings of some issues, such as those 

relating to religion, for example.  

The following examples from our translation explain these strategies: 

 

1- ST 

 

TT 

 

Make a Positive Contribution  حٌّٔخّ٘ش حال٠ـخر١ش 

 

 

Deletion strategy is justified here because a literal translation of “make a 

positive contribution” would be “ٓخُ٘ ِٔخّ٘ش ا٠ـخر١ش” which sounds tautological in 

Arabic. So, a more effective translation is “حٌّٔخّ٘ش حال٠ـخر١ش”, which collocationally 

sounds more elegant than the literal one. This is in line with what Baker (1992, p. 

40) refers as "omission of a lexical item due to grammatical or semantic patterns of 

the receptor language". 

Another strategy involved here is that of grammatical shift as well from the 

imperative verb in the ST to a noun in the TT. 
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2- ST 

 

TT 

 

Children should: engage in decision making and 

support the community and environment, 

engage in law-abiding and positive behavioral 

in and out of school, develop positive 

relationships and not to bully and 

discriminate, develop self-confidence and 

successfully deal with significant life changes 

and challenges, develop enterprising. 

 

٠ٕزغٟ ػٍٝ حالؽفخي أْ ٠شخٍوٛح فٟ 

حطوخً حٌمَحٍحص ٚىػُ حٌّـظّغ 

ٚحٌز١جش ٚحالٌظِحَ رخٌمٛح١ٔٓ 

ٚحٌٍٔٛن حإل٠ـخرٟ ىحهً حٌّيٍٓش 

ٚهخٍؿٙخ ٚأْ طىْٛ ٌُٙ ػاللخص 

ح٠ـخر١ش ٚأْ ٠مٍَٚح أْ ال ٠ظَّٕٚح 

ٚأْ ٠ّٕٛح  ،٠ٚظ١ِّٚح رخٌّؼخٍِش

ٌظؼخًِ ػمظُٙ رؤٔفُٔٙ ٚأْ ٠ـ١يٚح ح

رٕـخف ِغ ِظغ١َحص حٌل١خس حٌّّٙش 

ٚطلي٠خطٙخ ٚوٌٌه ط١ّٕش ٍٓٛن 

.حٌّزخىٍس ٚحالليحَ ػٕيُ٘  

 

In this sentence, the word “وٌٌه” was added to provide a link between the 

sentences (see Dickins, Hervey & Higgins, 2002, p.24). As a result of this choice, 

cohesion and coherence here are maintained successfully. 

 

3- ST 

 

TT 

Another relatively recent government initiative which 

aims to promote the teaching of social, emotional and 

behavioural skills at primary and secondary level is 

Social and Emotional Aspects of Learning (SEAL). 

 

ٕٚ٘خن ِزخىٍس كى١ِٛش حهَٜ كي٠ؼش 

ٔٔز١خً طٙيف حٌٝ طؼ٠ِِ ىٍحٓش 

حٌّٙخٍحص حالؿظّخػ١ش ٚحٌؼخؽف١ش 

ٚحٌٕف١ٔش ٚحٌٍٔٛو١ش فٟ حٌّيحٍّ 

حالرظيحث١ش ٚحالػيحى٠ش طّٔٝ )ط١ّٕش 

حٌـٛحٔذ حٌؼخؽف١ش ٚحالؿظّخػ١ش 

ٌٍظؼ١ٍُ( ٚحٌظٟ ٠َِِ ٌٙخ رخٌٍغش 

 حالٔى٠ِ١ٍش

SEAL 

 

The underlined sentence is added to clarify meaning in the Arabic translation and 

to highlight the abbreviation and what it stands-for for Arab readers.  
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4- ST  TT 

 

Discuss the importance of making eye contact, the 

different purposes it serves and the different messages 

it can give. 

 

ٔخلش ِغ طال١ٌِن ح١ّ٘ش حٌظٛحطً 

حٌزظَٞ ٚحال٘يحف حٌظٟ 

٠ويِٙخ ٚحٌَٓخثً حٌّوظٍفش 

حٌظٟ ٠ّىٓ حْ طظً ِٓ 

 هالٌٗ.

 

 

 ,is a case of addition, where the aim is to maintain the cohesion of the text ”طال١ٌِن“

where it has to be explicit. 

 

3.8. Markedness: 

According to the Free Online Dictionary, the word marked linguistically 

means “of or relating to that member of a pair of words or forms that explicitly 

denotes a particular subset of the meanings denoted by the other member of the 

pair”. For example, of the two words lion and lioness, lion is unmarked for gender 

(it can denote either a male or female), whereas lioness is marked, since it denotes 

only females. Marked also refers to being explicitly characterized by or having a 

particular linguistic feature. For example, girls are marked for plural in English, 

whereas sheep is not.  

Hatim (2004, p. 229) considers the issue of „markedness‟ as a central 

element in the process of translation ,Hatim also notes that in translating, 

translators need to take stock of not only what the original has to say, but also 

when appropriate and how this is said. So, the essential issue of markedness is to 

translate not only „what‟ is said, but also „how‟ it is said. 

The following examples from our translation clarify the issue of markedness: 
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1- ST 

 

TT 

 

Children should be: physically healthy, mentally and 

emotionally healthy and sexually healthy. Children 

should have healthy lifestyles and choose not to take 

illegal drugs. 

٠ٕزغ١ؤْ ٠ىْٛ حألؽفخي أطلخء 

ٚحطلخء ػم١ٍخً ري١ٔخً 

ٚحطلخء ػخؽف١خً ٚحطلخء 

ؿ١ٕٔخً ٠ٚـذ أْ ٠لظٛح 

رؤّٔخؽ ك١خسطل١ش ٚحْ 

٠وظخٍٚح حْ ال ٠ظؼخؽٛح 

.حٌؼمخل١َ غ١َ حٌمخ١ٔٛٔش  

 

Here the repetition of the same type of structure with the word “healthy” is 

a good example of markedness. The writer tries to focus all the attention on the 

word healthy. According to Dickins, Hervey & Higgins (2002, p. 100), there are 

two types of repetition, morphological and lexical. They point out that the 

morphological one has three types of repetition patterns that have the same pattern 

in two or more words in close proximity, while root repetition involves of the same 

morphological root in two or more words in close proximity within a text (thus 

-حٌيٍّىٍٕٓخ ٌ٘ح   we studied this lesson) and suffix repetition of the same suffix at the 

end of words in close proximity. In this example, we served the lexical type of 

repetition of the same word (cf. Dickins and Watson 1999, pp. 510-14, who also 

note that the "repetition of a single word is termed word repetition”. 

 

 

2- ST 

 

TT 

 

even with the demand for higher levels of social  However,

awareness, the information and ideas may be adapted to 

suit the class you have at the time. 

 

غ١َ أٔٗ كظٝ ِغ ٚؿٛى ؽٍذ 

ػٍٝ ِٔظ٠ٛخص ػخ١ٌش ِٓ 

حٌٛػٟ حالؿظّخػٟ فخٔٗ 

طى١١ف حٌّؼٍِٛخص ٠ّىٓ 

ٚحالفىخٍ حٌظٟ طٕخٓذ 

حٌفظً حٌيٍحٟٓ حٌٌٞ 

.طيٍٓٗ فٟ وً َِس  
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“However” was translated as “ فخٔٗ ..أٔٗ  .غ١َ  ” to convey the same intended 

meaning of the ST. The implicit however is considered here as a good example of 

markedness. When the author mentions “however” in the previous example, at the 

beginning of the paragraph, it is for an affirmation reason The Arabic translation 

attempts to capture this dimension. 

 

3- ST TT 

 

Oh, Is that the time? The person is in a hurry and sounds 

worried about being late. (Spoken quickly and 

breathlessly). 

 

 - ػـزخً , ً٘ ٌ٘ح ٘ٛ حٌٛلض؟

حٌشوض فٟ ػـٍش ِٓ حَِٖ 

٠ٚزيٚ ػ١ٍٗ حٌمٍك ِٓ وٛٔٗ 

طمخي رَٔػش (ِظؤهَحً 

(.ال٘ؼش ٚرؤٔفخّ  

 

The marked word here is “ ًػـزخ”. It is the translation of “Oh”, and its 

pragmatic meaning is that of exclamation. 

This chapter has presented the commentary on some examples derived from 

the translation with the aim of exploring how some issues were handled in the 

translation from English into Arabic at linguistic and cultural levels. For cultural 

references, the appropriate procedures are those that preserve the same relevance in 

the translation as that found in the ST. For domestication, the way is to produce a 

translation that is familiar, domestic, by making the unacceptable in the ST  familiar 

in the TT, particularly technical terms. Equivalence is realized by producing the 

closest equivalence for the intended meaning of the original text to make the target 

text reader understand the source message adequately.  

Collocations, idioms, and fixed expressions, pose serious problems for 

translators and the effective way of handling them through translation is using good 

terminology with rules of Arabic Language and the appropriate Arabic collocations 

and idioms. Addition and  omission are used for specific reasons, for example to 

maintain cohesion and coherence, explication, grammatical issues, and to avoid 

misunderstandings of religious matters or anything that might mislead or be taken as 

offensive to the readers. 
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 Finally, markednessis an essential issue in translation as it relates to both 

„what‟ is said and „how‟ it is said. The next chapter covers the conclusion of the thesis 

and presents some relevant recommendations. 
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Chapter 4: Conclusion and recommendations 

 

The translator‟s task is not an easy one. It covers an array of interrelated 

issues. The book used in this thesis is a case in point. Its theme of child educational 

psychology poses a myriad of problems at linguistic and cultural levels. This thesis 

has provided and commented on the translation of two selected chapters from the 

book Developing Children’s Social, Emotional, and Behavioural Skills. The reason 

for choosing this book is because of the importance of the subject to the Arab 

World, namely how to improve children‟s attitudes and communication skills 

particularly at the crucial primary and secondary school levels of their 

psychological development. This is an important subject for all parties involved in 

the educational psychology of Arab children (parents, teachers, assessors, program 

designers, psychologists, etc).  The commentary on the translation has provided an 

examination of the strategies used in producing an appropriate and adequate 

translation in the transmission the information contained in the book.  For the 

purposes of the commentary, the issues of cultural references, domestication, 

terminology (technical terms), equivalence, collocations, idioms, addition and 

omission, and markedness were discussed as the main areas of difficulty in the 

translation of such a discourse. Based on the translation and commentary, it could 

be recommended here that more books in the field of child educational psychology 

be translated into Arabic and that the information gained through translation be 

incorporated into an essentially Arab discourse on the subject that takes on board 

the specific cultural aspects of Arab children and their communities. 
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On a practical level, it could be recommended that translators of such books 

pay close attention to the issues discussed under the commentary in the previous 

chapter of this thesis. More specifically, the issues of cultural references, 

domestication, collocations, idioms and fixed expressions, terminology and 

markedness need particular attention in translation.  
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